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Abstracts
Sweden is one of the leading countries in traffic safety, but pedestrians are vulnerable
compared to other road users. “Vision zero” mission, which means no fatal or serious
injury in road traffic system, has been the target of Sweden since 1997. As a result,
more efforts should be put to reduce pedestrian accidents. The aim of this study is to
contribute to the knowledge on reducing the number of pedestrian accidents of different
severity levels in Sweden. First, this study found patterns on Swedish pedestrian
accidents involving fatal, serious and moderate injuries by using same variables, then
compared identified patterns corresponding to different severity levels. Then, additional
patterns of pedestrian accidents involving fatal and serious injuries were assessed by
adding additional variables in the clustering analysis. Finally, Swedish-oriented
preventive measures were recommended based on the hypotheses on each identified
patterns in a systematic way, which gave reference to policy makers in Sweden on the
most urgent problems in pedestrian safety.
Self-organizing map (SOM) with batch mode was applied in this study for clustering
analysis, which has advantages on identifying patterns on pedestrian accidents
compared to other methods, including classical linear algorithms and other
unsupervised clustering algorithms (hierarchal clustering, k-means clustering and SOM
with incremental mode). In addition, a specific set of assessment criteria for clustering
solutions was proposed in terms of quality, stability and interpretability. According to
the results of clustering solutions, falling was the main reason for serious injuries while
collision with vehicles was the main reason for fatal injuries. Middle-aged and old
people tended to hurt limbs when falling while children and young males tended to hurt
heads. Old people might be vulnerable during daily life or within friendly traffic
environment. Potential risk included outdoor activities, careless people during winter
and weekend or summer night parties. Lastly, preventive measure could be combined
across accidents of different severity levels, since patterns for fatal injuries were partly
the same as those for non-fatal-injuries.
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Sammanfattning
Sverige är ett föredöme inom det globala trafiksäkerhetsarbetet. Redan 1997 antogs
Nollvisionen om noll döda eller allvarligt skadade i trafiken. Fotgängare i trafiken
utgör dock fortfarande en utsatt grupp i landet och därför finns det goda skäl att
föreslååtgärder som ämnar att mer effektivt reducera antalet fotgängarolyckor. Målet
med denna studie är att bidra till kunskap som kan tillämpas för att reducera antalet
fotgängarolyckor av olika svårighetsgrad i Sverige. För det första identifierades, via
klusteranalys, mönster av fotgängarolyckor som involverade dödliga, allvarliga och
milda skador med samma variabler och resultaten för olika svårighetsgrad jämfördes.
För det andra identifierades med ytterligare variabler mer specifika mönster av
dödliga olyckor och olyckor som orsakade allvarliga skador. Till slut specificerades
åtgärder genom att hypoteser om underliggande orsaker till olyckorna identifierades
med klustren som underlag. Detta bidrog till ökad förståelse för vilka de viktigaste
fotgängarolyckorna är och utgör därmed ett bidrag till policyfattare i Sverige.
För identifikation av kluster av fotgängarolyckor applicerades algoritmen Self
Organizing Map (SOM) med satsvis bearbetning, som har viktiga fördelar jämfört
med andra metoder såsom klassiska linjära algoritmer och andra oövervakade
klusteralgoritmer (hierarkisk klustring, k-means klustring och SOM inkrementell
bearbetning). I studien föreslås en särskilt metod för att utvärdera kluster-lösningarna
med avseende påkvalité, stabilitet och möjlighet att tolka mönstren. Resultaten visade
att kollisionsolyckor var vanligast för dödliga skador medan fallolyckor utgjorde den
främsta orsaken för allvarliga skador. Äldre och medelålders fotgängare skadade
främst extremiteter, såsom armar och ben, i fallolyckor medan barn och unga män
tenderade att skada huvudet. Olyckor bland äldre inträffade ofta i vardagliga
situationer i relativt lugna och ljusa trafikmiljöer. Resultaten indikerade även att
risksituationer innefattade utomhusaktiviteter samt helger och sommarkvällar. Det
finns åtgärder som motverkar skador av olika svårighetsgrad eftersom vissa mönster
bland de dödliga olyckorna återfanns bland olyckorna med allvarliga och milda
skador.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Road traffic safety
Sustainability is assessed in terms of economic, environment, culture and social
dimensions (Macedo et al., 2017). In the transport system, there is a trade-off between
different perspectives for the goal of sustainability, e.g. mobility, environment and
safety (Mohan and Tiwari, 2000). Specifically, a more balanced distribution of issues
on mobility and safety is important (OECD, 2001). The need for mobility from society
has increased since last century (Trafikanalys, 2018), which may bring increasingly
potential risk to safety. On another side, a totally no-health-loss transport system is
expected since 1997 (Belin et al., 2012), but may bring unacceptable cost on mobility
loss and may not be beneficial to society as a whole. However, this study does not
address such level of trade-off, but helps to prioritize among different safety measures
for pedestrians, and contributes to the knowledge on reducing health loss in transport
system.
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) stated that, the number of
global deaths and injuries from road traffic accidents should be halved between 2015
and 2020 (Target 3.6). As a result, every country has the responsibility to improve the
road traffic safety.
Road traffic accidents cause a large quantity of loss every year, i.e. fatalities and longlasting injuries and even disability, as well as property loss and traffic congestion (Prato
et al., 2010). According to the world health statistics in 2017 from World Health
Organization (WHO) (WHO, 2017), there was a significant increase by 13% in global
road traffic accidents death from 2000 and 2013. In 2013, about 1.25 million victims
died because of road traffic accidents around the world, while up to 50 million victims
suffered from non-fatal injuries due to road traffic collision (WHO, 2017). Further, road
traffic accidents were one of the major reasons of death, especially among the young
people aged between 15 and 29 (WHO, 2017).
Sweden is one of the leading countries in terms of road traffic safety. The road traffic
mortality rate in 2013 was 2.8 per 100000 population (WHO, 2017). Comparatively,
Sweden was the second best in Europe and third best of all 194 Member States around
the world (WHO, 2017). Despite the significant achievements in Sweden, further
improvement is still urgent because there is still a long way to go to meet the 2030
Agenda goal and Swedish national target “Vision Zero”.

1.1.2 “Vision zero” in Sweden
“Vision zero” is a road safety policy adopted by Swedish parliament in 1997, which
aims at “a road transport system without health losses” (Belin et al., 2012), i.e. no fatal
1
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or seriously injured road users in road transport system in Sweden. It is a long-term
goal to improve road traffic safety and transport sustainability, not only through
adjustment on the behavior of individual road users, but even more on the transport
system (Belin et al., 2012). According to “Vision zero”, there is no trade-off between
mobility and safety, but the increasing mobility should not be the excuse for a no-healthloss transport system.
Despite the mobility has increased (Trafikanalys, 2018), Sweden has large
improvement in reducing health loss through the twenty years since the adoption of
“Vision zero”. As is revealed from Figure 1.1, which is based on a statistical table
concluding records from the police (Trafikanalys, 2017), the total number of people
involving fatalities and serious injuries in road traffic accidents in Sweden gradually
increased from 1997 to 2003, then decreased step by step after since. Compared to the
peak value in 2003, the total number of involved road users in 2016 was halved.
However, when considering specific road users conclusions may differ, for example the
improvement on pedestrian safety was not clear and need further analysis.

Figure 1.1 Reported by police: the number of different road users involving fatalities
and serious injuries in road traffic accidents in Sweden (Trafikanalys, 2017)

1.1.3 Pedestrian accidents
Despite the safety for road users has been significantly improved as a whole, the
improvement for pedestrian safety fell behind. As is revealed in Figure 1.2 which is
based on the same source as Figure 1.1, the number of pedestrians involving fatalities
and serious injuries also decreased through the twenty years but less significant.
Specifically, when comparing to the peak value in the twenty years the total number in
2016 accounts for 57.5%. If taking light injures into consideration as well, the reduction
on all severity levels compared to the peak value was only a bit more than 25%. In
conclusion, there was still small but increasing share of pedestrian accidents throughout
the years, and the improvement on pedestrian safety fell behind the improvement on
overall transport safety in Sweden.
2
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On the side of characteristics of road traffic accidents, the most vulnerable population
are also pedestrians. Compared to car drivers or passengers, pedestrians rarely have
strong protection such as the vehicle body, helmets or airbag. Thus they are more likely
to experience more severe injuries when involving accidents (Olszewski et al., 2015).
In conclusion, more efforts should be put on improving road traffic safety for
pedestrians in Sweden.
However, considering limitations in resources, e.g., investment and labor force, it is
meaningful to identify accident patterns and compose preventive measures accordingly.
This would support policy makers on how to better allocate resources and enable them
to solve the most urgent problems for pedestrian safety first.

Figure 1.2 Reported by police: the number of pedestrians involving accidents of
different severity levels in Sweden (Trafikanalys, 2017)

1.1.4 Statement of contributions
This study was mainly conducted by the author but also with the help from all parties.
The author’s work covered all stages on the degree project, including thesis writing,
problem identification, search and review relevant literatures, data pre-processing,
methodology identification, Matlab coding on all stages, generating clustering results,
analysis and discussion on results, composing conclusions, and so on.
Specifically, the research topic was primarily given by Emma, and details were
modified through discussions among author and two supervisors. Several papers were
from the supervisors as the main references, but the rest as well as most of the literature
searching and reviewing were the work by author.
In addition, self-organizing maps (SOM) algorithm was chosen by Emma as the starting
point for the method to identifying patterns. One of the main references to support this
choice was a similar study in Israel (Prato et al., 2010), which indicated SOM is a
suitable algorithm to identify patterns on pedestrian accidents. As for author, SOM was
3
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applied on the data as a starting point, and some other possible methods were also
considered and compared with SOM. Then the comparatively best method was chosen
to apply in the following clustering analysis. All the comparison and evaluation on
algorithms as well as clustering process were based on coding in Matlab by author.
As for other external assistance and contribution, the experts from Folksam, including
Anders Kullgren, Anders Ydenius, Helena Stigson and Amanda Axelsson, provided
technical support with their expertise. On 2018 March 28th a seminar about variables
selection and categorization was held in Folksam with their attendance, which provided
essential knowledge for the data pre-processing. Apart from these, Helena Stigson and
Emma also gave much support on composing preventive measures in Sweden.

1.2 Objectives
The aim of this study is to contribute to the knowledge on reducing the number of
pedestrian accidents of different severity levels in Sweden. Specifically, this study has
four objectives and will be answered mainly as results in Chapter 5:


Find proper methods to identify patterns of pedestrian accidents, compare
performance on selected methods (section 5.2).



Find and compare patterns of pedestrian accidents involving fatal, serious and
moderate injuries, by using the same variables for all levels of injury severity
(section 5.3).



Assess more specific patterns of pedestrian accidents involving fatal and serious
injuries, by adding more variables in the clustering analysis (section 5.4).



Formulate hypotheses on reasons behind patterns on Swedish pedestrian accidents
involving fatal, serious and moderate injuries (section 5.3, 5.4), for the purpose of
finding suitable preventive measures (section 5.5).

In addition, in Chapter 6, methods for pattern identification (objective 1), findings from
pattern identification (objective 2, 3 and 4) and preventive measures (objective 4) are
further discussed respectively in section 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.

1.3 Scope and limitation
The most important factor limiting the scope of the study was the data availability. To
begin with, there was missing information for a part of the records, such as the sex of
the victims and the time of the accidents. In addition, the sources for the datasets were
the police and the hospitals, which focused on different aspects. The police recorded
basic conditions on the time and the place of the accidents, while the hospital staffs
focused primarily on injury details and clinical management. As a result, some specific
4
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studies could were blocked. For example, it was impossible to consider light conditions
in the main analysis (information only available from the police) or the exact injuries
for different body parts (information only available from the hospitals). Overall, data
were not sufficient in both specific cases. Finally, only accidents records for pedestrians
were available, so analysis on other road users were impossible. For example, cyclists
are also unprotected, relatively vulnerable road users and worth studying for such issue,
but their accident records are unavailable.
Also, spatial analysis based on maps were not included in this study. The information
to Swedish coordinates system (SWEREF) is available in data source, so it is possible
to relate each accident record to relevant location, so that spatial analysis could be
conducted on maps to investigate more spatial patterns for accidents, such as road
condition in terms of infrastructure and maintenance, traffic management and control,
land use and type of district, as well as differences between municipalities or counties.
However, this study only considers limited number of variables instead of the ones for
SWEREF, which was confirmed in the seminar with experts from Folksam. The main
reasons were the time limitation and prioritization mainly on non-spatial patterns on
pedestrian accidents.
Further, this study does not account for the variation between years. Gradual changes
on road conditions, travel behaviors of all kinds of road users and vehicle conditions
could gradually modify the patterns of pedestrian accidents through the studied tenyear-period. For example, the increasing number of private cars might increase the
frequency of collision accidents, while the improvement of vehicle safety systems
would potentially decrease the severity of injuries. However, this variation was
assumed to influence the patterns very slightly in this study. And there was a risk of
overfitting patterns to random effects from individual years if the analysis was based
on separate years.
Specifically, this study is not investigating causal relations between patterns and
preventive measures, but forming hypotheses on preventive measures based on the
identified patterns. This is because the clustering algorithms can only find typical
patterns or correlations in data, which failed to be confirmed due to lack of time to
search for further information. Hypotheses on reasons causing identified patterns were
therefore composed, and relevant preventive measures were suggested accordingly.

1.4 The structure of thesis
The rest of this thesis is arranged as follow (Figure 1.4). Chapter 2 includes literature
review on previous researches, including pedestrian accidents and contributing factors,
preventive measures, methods to identify patterns and neural networks. Chapter 3
explains the methodology used in this study. First, the principle and algorithm of
different clustering methods are presented, including the parameters and functions for
SOM. Then the criteria to assess reasonable clustering solutions is explained. Chapter
5
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4 describes the datasets used and pre-processing steps before the clustering process,
including the selection of data, variables and the division into categories, as well as
collinearity check. Chapter 5 first shows descriptive statistics on pedestrian accidents
with fatal, serious and moderate injuries respectively. Then it compares the performance
of different clustering algorithms. SOM with batch mode is selected and applied to
investigate and compare patterns on fatal, seriously and moderately injured pedestrian
accidents with same variables, as well as in-depth analysis with additional variables.
Finally, preventive measures are suggested based on each identified patterns. Chapter
6 discusses different aspects of this study, including data quality, clustering method and
the way to handle clustering instability. Based on the results, the contributing factors to
pedestrian accidents, analysis on identified patterns on different severity levels and with
additional variables, as well as preventive measures are discussed further. Chapter 7
concludes the whole study in main contributions, unique characteristics, limitations and
further research.

Figure 1.3 The work flow of rest of thesis
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2 Literature review
Chapter 2 describes the findings from literature review and are arranged as four sections,
which acts as the fundamental knowledge of the whole study. Section 2.1 indicates the
relationship between contributing factors, preventive measures and pedestrian
accidents, and lists some contributing factors from three aspects to two accident types
with additional emphasis on Sweden. Section 2.2 indicates preventive measures
relevant to contributing factors and additional emphasis on Sweden as well, then
introduces a systematic approach based on patterns of accidents. Section 2.3 verifies
the advantages of clustering methods over classical methods, then introduces several
common clustering methods. Section 2.4 introduces the concept of neural network and
specifically indicates the advantages of self-organizing map as unsupervised clustering
method.

2.1 Pedestrian accidents and contributing factors
The contributing factors leading to pedestrian accidents have always been an important
issue in traffic safety (Prato et al., 2010, Schepers et al., 2017, Olszewski et al., 2015).
Preventive measures are composed according to patterns of different pedestrian groups.
Each patterns of a certain group consists of some contributing factors, including socialeconomic and traffic environment factors. In conclusion, the statistically significant
contributing factors to pedestrian accidents are possibly the main composition of
patterns on vulnerable pedestrian groups, and also the main reference to preventive
measures to reduce pedestrian accidents.
The contributing factors to pedestrian accident have been described in three different
aspects, i.e. pedestrians, infrastructure and maintenance, vehicles (Schepers et al.,
2013). On another side, there have been two major types of pedestrian accidents, falling
accidents and collision accidents with other road users.
First, pedestrians’ falling accidents are usually considered in terms of pedestrians and
physical environment, and the contributing factors could be concluded as four
categories (Schepers et al., 2017). The first one is Human characteristics, including age,
gender, race, vision, sense of balance, health condition and mood. The second one is
human behavior, including intoxication with alcohol, mobile phone and drug using. The
third one is physical environment, including road maintenance, ground material, light
condition (e.g. natural and artificial), road condition (e.g. wet, snow), uneven surface
(upstairs or downstairs). The last one is pedestrians’ devices, such as suitable shoes and
anti-slip device.
Second, for collision accidents, there have been similar and some other contributing
factors due to the involvement of other road users. Nowakowska (2012) found that
some of the road characteristics had strong influence on the fatal pedestrian accidents,
including land use type and level, ground condition, shoulder condition, light condition,
7
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roadway and shoulder width, and the radius of horizontal curve. Apart from these, the
faults made by pedestrians or divers was another major problem (Al-Ghamdi, 2002),
while the type of vehicle that collide with pedestrians had also influenced on the
severity (Kim et al., 2008). Finally, Olszewski (2015) indicated that divided road, twoway road, mid-block crosswalks and unsuitable high speed limit were all potentially
main contributing factors.
The conditions in Sweden are similar compared to the rest of world, but also have some
special charactersitics because of the special climate and previous effort to improve
traffic safety. Berntman (2015) studied the pedestrian accidents in Sweden from 2009
to 2013 based on STRADA. Particularly, falling accidents instead of collision were the
main cause of seriously injured pedestrian accidents, because there were more than 30
times of falling accidents than collision accidents with vehicles (Berntman, 2015).
However, 220 victims died in collision accidents while 34 died in falling accidents. The
main cause of fatal pedestrian accidents was collision with motor vehicles (Berntman,
2015). Some other contributing factors to falling accidents were also indicated. For
example, female or old people tended to involved in seriously injured pedestrian
accidents, while the dangerous traffic environment were pedestrians’ area and icy
ground (Berntman, 2015).
In conclusion, many factors have contributed to the occurrence of pedestrian accidents.
To meet the “Vision zero” mission, preventive measures should be composed to
improve pedestrians’ safety with consideration of the main contributing factors.

2.2 Preventive measures
Similar to the contributing factors, the preventive measures on pedestrian accident
could also be described in three different aspects, i.e. pedestrians, infrastructure and
maintenance, vehicles. Many researches have tried to compose preventive measure
from these three aspects based on their studies.
A study in Israel (Prato et al., 2010) identified five different patterns for fatal pedestrian
accidents and listed preventive measures related to each pattern. For the problems
caused by different reasons, Prato (2010) gave many suggestions, including traffic
control and management, education on road users for travel behavior, raising the
awareness on public about traffic safety, light-reflecting clothing, lower speed limit in
residential area, physical separation between different road users, extra education on
children about dangerous area and raise parents’ awareness on taking care of their
children.
Another study in Poland (Olszewski et al., 2015) suggested to introduce more street
light to every crosswalks if possible, measures to lower the speed such as refuge island
and stricter speed limit, signalization on crosswalks on divided roads. For the
pedestrians’, more attention should be put on the need of old people by creating more
friendly traffic environment (Olszewski et al., 2015). Such measures were more
8
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pedestrians’ priority and educational campaigns for safety, especially with poor natural
and artificial light (Olszewski et al., 2015).
For both pedestrians and drivers, the travel behavior could be modified by education
and law. If more road users didn’t use drug or alcohol before entering traffic
environment, or didn’t use mobile phone and similar devices that distracting attention,
the frequency of accidents should be less (Schepers et al., 2017).
For the built environment specifically, Clifton (2009) studied on the locations of crashes
and indicated that transit access and pedestrians connectivity (i.e. intersection density)
were significantly related to severity of accidents. As a result, the traffic built
environment should be considered with more emphasis when managing pedestrians’
safety issues.
Some particular measures have been taken in Sweden to protect pedestrians as well.
Since Sweden, especially norther parts, enjoys long winter and snow ground for about
half an year, anti-slip devices or appropriate shoes are widely used, which enables
pedestrians to walk longer distance without increasing the risk of falling (Berggård and
Johansson, 2010). On another hand, the information provision for pedestrians about the
road conditions was also applied, but should further be customized to different groups
of people trough different methods or devices (Gyllencreutz et al., 2015). Based on the
knowledge from seminars with Emma and Helena from Folksam, some special devices
have been used to improve pedestrian safety in Sweden as well. For example, vest that
reflecting light have been widely used across the country, which are particular useful
when the natural and road light conditions are poor. Safety air bag for pedestrians have
also been introduced to protect pedestrians, both when involved with falling and
collision accidents. Another ring devices tied on wrist can call for help from police or
family automatically if its owner is under accidents, which is promised to protect more
pedestrians in the future.
Finally, all preventive measures should be combined into a systematic way. Some
countries (e.g. Norway, Sweden and Netherland) have put the systematic way into
practice to deal with accidents, including infrastructure improvement, vehicle
improvement, education and law enforcement, awareness on correcting travel behavior
(Wegman et al., 2006). It required that the main contributing factors to accidents should
not be considered separately, but jointly as patterns for a board view on the accidents’
characteristics, so that accidents are monitored and analyzed in a “safe-system”
approach (Oecd, 2008). To make it practical, different professional groups or
organizations responsible for pedestrians’ safety are also required to understand and
cooperate with each other to formulate their joint force (Gyllencreutz et al., 2015).

2.3 Methods to identifying patterns
When dealing with multivariate datasets, the selection of methods for identifying
patterns is of importance to results. According to a study of Hsieh (2004), the classical
9
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methods are “linear regression at the base, followed by principal component analysis
(PCA) and finally canonical correlation analysis (CCA). A multivariate time series
method, the singular spectrum analysis (SSA), has been a fruitful extension of the PCA
technique”. However, these classical methods could only find information from the
linear structure of the data. In order to investigate nonlinear information as well, neural
network methods are introduced (Hsieh, 2004). Particularly, if the neural network is
used with unsupervised clustering method, there is no linear effect and no preassumption thus not prejudice-driven (Cottrell and Rousset, 1997). Comparatively,
clustering methods are suitable for more complex and comprehensive information
extraction, thus reflect the real world better (Hsieh, 2004), such as this study.
Commonly used clustering methods in patterns identification for road safety are mainly
two categories: distance-based clustering and model-based clustering (Sander and
Lubbe, 2018). Distance-based clustering methods are conducted by measuring the
distance between records, such as Euclidean distance. Then neighboring records are
clustered into the same group and distant records are thereby divided into different
groups. The common ones are hierarchical clustering, k-means clustering, selforganizing map with incremental or batch training mode. Model-base clustering
methods are based on “Finite Mixture Model” (McLachlan, 2000), which uses a
probability model for clusters generation on the records with probability distribution.
Latent class clustering is a commonly used one.
Hierarchical clustering (HC) has been developed for traffic safety analysis but still rare
compared to its counterparts (Sander and Lubbe, 2018). Lenard et al. (2014) applied
hierarchical clustering or agglomerative ascending methods to group similar data. The
city block or Manhattan distance was applied to measure distance at record level while
average linkage method at clustering level (Lenard et al., 2014).
K-means clustering algorithm have been widely used to analyze data with location
information. Anderson (2009) applied kernel density estimation methods and k-means
clustering algorithms to figure out the hotspots of accidents in London. Only numerical
variables were used, and the methodology was also partly combined with hierarchical
clustering. Another case in Hawaii (Kim and Yamashita, 2007) covered location
information of accidents, but not the traffic side information such as volume and speed.
The study showed that k-means methods had advantages for simple map but
hierarchical clustering algorithms may perform better for large maps (Kim and
Yamashita, 2007).
The self-organizing map (SOM) is based on neural network (Kohonen, 1982, Kohonen,
2001). The training process for SOM has two kinds of training modes, i.e. incremental
training and batch training modes. For incremental mode, the weights of wining
neurons and its neighboring neurons are updated with one relevant input vectors during
each iteration (Prato et al., 2010). Prato (2010) conducted a study in Israel and applied
SOM with incremental mode. Five different patterns for fatal pedestrian accidents were
obtained and preventive measures were suggested based on the patterns. For batch
mode, all vectors are considered simultaneously and relevant neurons are updated
10
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respectively during each iteration (Beale et al., 2015b). Nowakowska (2012) studied on
the case in Poland with k-means and SOM with batch mode. Since the k-means methods
are very sensitive to outliers, all outlier records were deleted, while all numerical
variables were transferred into categorical variables through one-dummy method.
Finally, the SOM with batch mode is proved to be comparatively better than k-means
due to stronger clustering structure (Nowakowska, 2012). Comparatively, the batch
mode is faster and more stable than incremental mode (Nowakowska, 2012, Liu et al.,
2006, Kohonen, 2001). As a result, this study only considers about SOM with batch
mode.
The latent class clustering (LCC) methods have been applied to many cases around the
world. A study in Belgium (Depaire et al., 2008) proved the effectiveness of LCC in
identifying different traffic accidents types compared with full-data analysis. Another
study in Denmark (Kaplan and Prato, 2013) indicated the use of LCC on cyclist–
motorist crashes patterns were clear and comprehensive. It was the same for a study in
Switzerland (Sasidharan et al., 2015), as it applied pedestrians’ crashes severity model
with the help of LCC, then the model was proved to remove complexity of full data and
reveled hidden information in the pedestrian accidents. However, Sander and Lubbe
(2018) found that, for the their dataset on intersection accidents, the model-based LCC
methods always failed to meet the null hypothesis that the model could be applied on
the data. Since the datasets used in this study is also based on variables and records,
which is similar to theirs, it is wise not to use LCC again to take the risk of inappropriate
model.

2.4 Neural network
Human brain is very powerful in terms of pattern identification. However, computers
have advantages in dealing with huge quantity of data and with large workload (Han,
2014). As a result, it is better to combine the advantages of human brain and computers
together. Inspired by biological nervous systems, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
machine learning have been introduced to teach computers to “learn” and “work”, and
replace some of the programming work by human in the old days.
Neural network is one of the main areas of Artificial Intelligence, and is very powerful
in recognizing comprehensive relationships among large scale data (Han, 2014). By
simulating human brain processing system, neurons are connected with each other with
certain strength of connectivity (Beale et al., 2015b, Beale et al., 2015a). One major
application of neural network is that the network is trained with many input records
before using, so that particular inputs always lead to same outputs (Beale et al., 2015b).
For each neuron, it receives inputs from other neurons or external source, then generates
outputs to other neurons or as the final results. The effectiveness of all signals
transferred between neurons are influenced by learning weights, which measure the
strength of connectivity between each neuron (Beale et al., 2015b). All the neurons are
grouped into several layers, such as input layer, hidden layer and output layer (Beale et
11
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al., 2015a). The basic designing steps for Neural network include collecting data,
creating the network, configuring the network, initializing the weights, training the
network, validating the network, and using the network. (Beale et al., 2015b).
Clustering and classification are two major applications for neural network, which refer
to unsupervised learning and supervised learning respectively (Kohonen, 2001). One
major limitation for unsupervised clustering methods is the unavailability of targets
records, thus hard to evaluate the solutions accurately. As a result, the interpretation the
results and solutions is relatively subjective. On another hand, the major advantages for
unsupervised methods are no predefined assumptions or prejudice-driven for pattern
identification (Cottrell and Rousset, 1997). In this study, unsupervised clustering
methods are applied, since prior target inputs as basic information for supervised
classification is not available.
Kohonen neural network, or self-organizing map (Kohonen, 1982, Kohonen, 2001), is
one of the most popular unsupervised clustering methods and has several advantages
for pattern identification. First, compared to frequency analysis, SOM does not need to
analyze each factor sequentially, which is even more efficient when dealing with such
multivariate datasets (Prato et al., 2010). Second, it is an unsupervised clustering
methods, so there is no predefined assumption or prejudice-driven for pattern
identification (Cottrell and Rousset, 1997). Third, compared to k-means and
hierarchical clustering algorithms, SOM has better performance on datasets with large
number of records (Augen, 2004).
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3 Methodology
As was compared and discussed in section 2.3, apart from SOM (with batch mode)
algorithm as the starting point, two other common unsupervised clustering algorithms
are further considered for pattern identification in this study, i.e. Hierarchical Clustering
(HC) and Partitioning Around Mediods (PAM). Their methodology are described in
section 3.1.
HC and PAM are involved with only a few functions to configure, which are also
described in section 3.1. Comparatively, SOM has many more parameters and functions
for configuration, which are further discussed in section 3.2.
Clustering solutions are obtained based on specific clustering algorithm, which need
assessment before further analysis. Section 3.3 describes the three criteria to assess
clustering solutions in this study.

3.1 Clustering algorithms
3.1.1 Hierarchical clustering
Hierarchical clustering (HC) method is basically measured with the distance among
different records and consists of many different levels. On the highest level, there is
only one cluster with all records, while on the lowest level each cluster is corresponding
to one record. The clusters at an intermediate level of hierarchy are obtained by
combining groups of records at the next lower level. Bottom-up and top-up approaches
are two main methods to construct HC structure (Hastie, 2009). The bottom-up, or
agglomerative method, begins from the lowest level and merges two closet clusters into
one each time when increasing a level. The top-up, or divisive method, is the reverse,
as it begins from the highest level and is divided to one more cluster each time when
decreasing a level until reaching the bottom level.
There are several methods for linkage criterion to measure the distance between
different records, including average, centroid, complete, median, single, ward and
weighted (Sander and Lubbe, 2018). In this study the ward method is selected for
agglomerative method, and the clusters are combined with minimum increase in the
sum of squared distance between clusters (Ward, 1963).
As for the visualization of HC, the dendrogram is a common method and the relative
distance are relevant to the similarity among different records. Its structure is a binary
tree and certain combination of clusters are obtained if cutting at a certain level, as the
nodes below the cutting line decide the belonging of each record to relevant clusters
(Sander and Lubbe, 2018).
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3.1.2 Partitioning Around Mediods
K-means methods use squared Euclidean distance to measure dissimilarity (Hastie,
2009). Firstly the number of clusters is required to be specified, then each record is
allocated to the cluster with closest mean, or the centroid of the records in that cluster,
while the sum of squared error is minimized (Sander and Lubbe, 2018). The centroid
value at the beginning are usually initialized randomly (Hastie, 2009).
However, when considering about the categorical variables, k-means method becomes
meaningless because the centroid value of categorical variables cannot be calculated
(Sander and Lubbe, 2018). So, the k-mediods methods are introduced and the mediods
records of each cluster are used instead. However, the minimization is on the sum of
dissimilarity (e.g. Jaccard coefficient) between records allocated to a cluster and the
relevant mediods (Sander and Lubbe, 2018).
In this study, k-mediods methods are applied because of the categorical variables in the
data, and the Partitioning Around Mediods (PAM) is used. There are two phases for
PAM. During the build phase all records are allocated to their nearest mediods
respectively. Then during swap phase all clusters are evaluated whether their
dissimilarity coefficient decrease due to some records belong to themselves, and new
mediods are selected from these records if existing any. These two phases are repeated
until no new mediods are found (Kaufman, 2005). According to experiments in this
study, the solutions from PAM were not consistent among different runs with totally
same methods, which might due to the randomness effects from different initialization
along with the interactive process between build and swap phases.

3.1.3 Self-organizing maps
The theoretical framework of Kohonen neural network, or self-organizing maps (SOM),
comes from Kohonen (1982, 2001). It is an unsupervised learning method to cluster
input records. On another side, SOM have no target records but group the input space
into several clusters according to similarity (Beale et al., 2015b). One important
advantage of SOM is that it reduces the dimension of the data, since it visualizes highdimensional space by converting it into a one or two dimensional network topology
(Beale et al., 2015a). In another word, multivariate dataset is converted into a one or
two dimensional network topology for easier understanding and manipulating.
SOM consist of two layers (Beale et al., 2015b), i.e. the input layer and a competitive
layer called self-organizing map layer (Figure 3.1). All neurons between these two
layers are completely connected. Each input vector in input layer is a R×1 vector
referring to one input record, while R refers to the number of variables. Each neuron in
self-organizing map layer refers to one cluster with specific patterns, and has one S×
R weight matrix to measure the connectivity between input vectors and the neuron itself.
Here S refers to the number of neurons in self-organizing map layer. The distance
between every neuron’s weight matrix and input vectors are calculated, and the closest
weight for each input vector is defined as the weight of “winning neuron” for that
14
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specific input (Beale et al., 2015b).

Figure 3.1 The structure of Kohonen neural network (Beale et al., 2015b)
The batch training algorithm defines one winning neuron for each input vector, then
each weight updates towards the average position of all the inputs that regard that
neuron as winning neurons or its neighboring neurons (Beale et al., 2015b). The
neighboring neurons are all neurons lying within the specified neighborhood distance
of winning neurons. The neighborhood distance Ni(d) for winning neuron i is defined
as follow (Beale et al., 2015b), while j refers to all neighboring neurons and d refers to
the specified distance.
Ni (d )  { j, dij  d}

(1)

Self-organizing map is trained to find the correlation in the input space and updates the
weights to the center of each cluster space, so that similar input records are recognized
into clusters (Beale et al., 2015a). Kohonen learning rule is applied to modify the weight
of winning neurons and neighboring neurons according to input records (Kohonen,
2001). For a certain neuron, if the weight is close to the inputs then it is updated to be
even closer. As a result, the winning neurons have more possibility to win the
competition if showing similar inputs next time, while less possibility if showing
different inputs. Each neuron tends to move closer to a group of similar inputs by
adjusting its weight towards these inputs through the training process, while
neighboring neurons also tend to be similar to each other because each neuron is
updated based on itself and neighboring neurons as well. Finally the self-organizing
map layer learns to cluster all the inputs because each neuron with certain weight tends
to respond to similar inputs (Beale et al., 2015b).
The batch training algorithm for SOM consists of two phases, i.e. ordering phase and
tuning phase (Beale et al., 2015b). The number of iterations for SOM accounts for two
parts, the covering steps for ordering phase and the rest for tuning phase. The formula
for updating weight matrix mi(t+1) of each neuron i is shown as follow (Liu et al., 2006,
Kohonen, 2001).
M

M

j 1

j 1

mi (t  1)   n j hij (t ) x j /  n j hij (t )
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For a certain training process, first all the weight matrixes mi(1) for each neuron i are
initialized randomly or through other methods, and initialization can be different for
different runs. When iteration is 1, all M neurons compete for wining neurons among
all records. For neuron j it wins totally nj records, the average of these the records xj.
The hij(1) equals the predefined distance for each neighboring neuron j whose
corresponding center neuron is i. The sum of njhij(1) for all M neurons is set as
denominator, while the sum of njhij(1) x for all M neurons is set as molecule, thus the
result mi(2) is the updated weight matrix for neuron i for the first iteration. All M neuron
are updated through this process simultaneously, and the updating process is the same
during each iteration t. On another hand, the formula for ordering and tuning phases is
the same, while the hij(t) as neighborhood distance changes during these two phases.
For ordering phase, the neighborhood distance starts at initial predefined distance and
decreases until one to order their position according to the input space with large steps.
For tuning phase the distance is below one so only winning neurons update to spread
out evenly, but still remain the order obtained in ordering phase (Beale et al., 2015b).
As is revealed above, there is an interactive process between weight updating and
wining neurons competition, which makes the weight not always converges to a certain
condition even after large number of training steps, but tends to fluctuate during
different iterations. The same is with the clustering solution, because the same solution
is always obtained by certain trained SOM network. On another hand, the initialization
of weight also determines the updating process, and generates different solutions
accordingly.

3.2 Parameters and functions for SOM
Unlike HC and PAM which have a few methods to configure in last section, SOM with
batch mode involves many parameters and functions to configure and need further
discussion. For example, the reasonable number of iterations along with the covering
steps should be specified carefully, since a run with too small number of iterations fails
to train the network sufficiently or generate satisfactory solutions, while a run with too
large number of iterations is a waste of training time. When considering the number of
clusters, two criteria should be followed (Nowakowska, 2012). The first is to avoid too
few clusters, or the characteristics are combined too much into several clusters and fail
to provide sufficient information. The second is to avoid too many clusters, or the
generalization is impossible. The neurons in self-organizing map layer are physically
arranged by several topological structures, i.e. grid, hexagonal, or random topology
(Beale et al., 2015b). Distance functions to calculate the distance between inputs and
weights as well as among neurons, include Euclidean distance, link distance, Manhattan
distance and Box distance (Beale et al., 2015b).
Generally, the configuration of parameters and functions are very important to any
methodology or algorithm used. However, for SOM with batch mode, it seems that the
change of parameters and functions usually only have very slight influence on the
16
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results (Liu et al., 2006), and the case is the same in this study according to experiments.
As a result, the recommended default settings from Matlab Neural Network Toolbox
were selected and tested as the starting points. Then most of them were kept in further
clustering analysis while some of them were changed to fit the specific kind of datasets
in this study, as is shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Configuration on parameters and functions for SOM with batch mode
Parameter and function
Selection
Topology
Hexagon
Dimension
1×N
Distance function
Euclidean distance
Initial neighborhood
Dimension-1
Covering steps for learning process
100
Number of iterations
200
Initialization function
“initsompc”
Weight function
Negative Euclidean distance
Adaption function
“Adaptwb”
Transfer function
“Compet”
Learning function
“learnsomb” (SOM with batch mode)
Training function
“trainbu” (SOM with batch mode)
The key parameters and functions are selected according to the reasons as below:


The topology was Hexagon. The SOM with batch mode applied was based on onedimension structure, so there was only two connection for intermedian neurons
between neighboring neurons, and for the two ending neurons there was only one
connection. As a result, there was no difference when using Hexagon, Grid or some
other topology format. Finally the default setting, Hexagon, was selected.



In this study one dimensional network is chosen, because one dimensional network
is easier to manipulate and interpret than two dimensional network (Prato et al.,
2010, Nowakowska, 2012). Through many trails, the same conclusion was reached
from the datasets in this study. One dimensional network usually have less
alternatives of map structure, and better level of stability. The reason is that one
dimensional network has less connections between neurons, since one neuron has
only two neighboring neurons when the radius is 1 and distance function is link
distance, except for the two ending neurons which have only 1 (Beale et al., 2015b).
And the simple structure usually leads to more stable solutions (Prato et al., 2010).
In addition, the difference between neurons are comparatively larger because of
less connection, which makes the patterns on traffic accidents cases differ more
among clusters thus clearer to interpret.



Distance function was the most commonly used Euclidean distance. There are
several algorithms involved with selection on preferred distance function,
including the quality measurement and training process. As a result, the
compatibility among them should be confirmed, or there are different standards for
17
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clusters through different clustering process. Since all the variables were
standardized and normalized to a quite regular format, the most commonly used
distance function, Euclidean distance, was applied, because it is suitable for the
regular format datasets and could be applied on all algorithms, thus the same
standard were kept throughout the whole clustering process.


Initial neighborhood refers to the neighborhood distance at the beginning. Three is
a commonly used value for it, but Dimension-1 was selected. Because the number
of clusters to be considered was ranging from 2 to 20, and the same initial
neighborhood distance mean unfair for cases with different numbers. For example,
if the number of clusters is 2, the initial neighborhood is 3, then the covering range
of neighborhood even exceeds the size of network structure itself. However, when
the number is 20, if the initial neighborhood is still 3, then the covering range of
neighborhood is too small compared to the size of network structure. In conclusion,
Dimension-1 was a reasonable alternative for initial neighborhood, because it was
fair to all cases with different numbers, and the covering range was always exactly
the entire network from the beginning without exceeding the size.



The covering steps for learning process and total number of iterations are hard to
be specified without referring to the specific datasets. The process is discussed in
Appendix A based on example datasets, then general rules are applied to the other
two datasets as well.



Initialization function was “initsompc”, which is also the default setting in Matlab.
This function initialize the weight of network with principle components, so that
the weights distribute around the input space and are adjusted by the most
significant principle components of the input space. The number of the principle
components are identical. The advantage is that the learning process is faster
compared to random initialization, because the weights are likely to be initialized
more similar to the final version. However, this method failed to remove
randomness from initialization according to experiments in this study.



Weight function was “Negative Euclidean distance”, which is the converse version
of Euclidean distance. It is used in measuring the distance between weights and
inputs, thus the adjustment of weights during each iteration. The main reason to
select it is that it is compatible to Euclidean distance applied in other algorithm.



Adaption function was “Adaptwb”, which is also the default setting in Matlab. It
is an adaption function to update the current network and weights based on the
learning method during each iteration.



Transfer function was “Compet”, which is also the default setting in Matlab. It is a
normal competition transfer function for defining winning neurons and help to
transfer inputs into outputs.
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3.3 Clustering solution assessment criteria
In clustering several solutions could potentially be suitable for one specific dataset. So
the criteria to select a reasonable one is of importance. In this study, the clustering
results were evaluated based on three criteria: quality of the clustering structure,
stability or relative frequency, and interpretation, i.e. whether the solution could
generate informative but not redundant patterns for further analysis. The workflow to
identify reasonable solutions is shown in Figure 3.2, while the following three sections
describe these criteria in detail. In summary, one or several output solutions were
selected when the Average Silhouette Value (ASV) was more than 0.25, when the
stability level was above 50%, and when the clusters were relatively few and
meaningful for interpretation.

Figure 3.2 The workflow to identify reasonable solutions

3.3.1 Quality
There have been many different methods to measure the quality of clusters and to
identify the optimal number of clusters. Measuring quality and identifying optimal
number are the same challenge, because they both address how robust the clustering
results are. Thirty different criteria were tested by Milligan and Cooper (1985) to find
the optimal number of clusters on an artificial dataset. They analyzed variation on
performance of the 30 criteria, and also indicated the variation could be different for
other datasets and selection of criteria should be data dependent, especially for applied
users. Similarly, Teo (2013) concluded that Heuristic criteria with three statistics, i.e.
Cubic Clustering Criterion, Pseudo F, and Pseudo t-square, could be used to find the
cluster number as a starting point, then other solutions around should also be considered.
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In addition, Teo (2013) also listed other nine statistical methods, and indicated any
criteria were not general applicable but case-based or problem-based, especially for
those analysis that need intensive computation and strong assumptions.
Sander and Lubbe (2018) studied on clustering intersection accidents, and they selected
Average Silhouette Value (ASV) as the assesment of clustering quality on distancebased clustering methods. STRADA is based on records as well as many variables and
categories, which is similar to their dataset. Furthermore, all clustering methods
compared and applied in this study are also distance-based. As a result, the ASV should
be suitable for the dataset and methodology in this study as well.
The ASV method (Rousseeuw, 1987) has been commonly used to measure the quality
of distance-based clustering. The Silhouette value for one specific point is to present
how similar this point is to its own cluster when comparing the points in other clusters.
The Silhouette value for point i is defined as below (Rousseeuw, 1987).
Si  (bi  ai ) / max(ai , bi )

(3)

Where ai is the average distance between point i and other points in the same cluster, bi
is the minimum average distance between point i and all points in another cluster. It has
a range between -1 and 1. For one point, when the value is larger, the point shares more
similarity with other points in the same cluster and less similarity with points in other
clusters. Note that if there is only one point in one cluster, the Silhouette value for it
should be zero instead of one (Rousseeuw, 1987), then overfitting on points could be
avoided. Squared Euclidean distance is used to measure the distance between points in
this method.
When considering the overall quality of cluster structure, the ASV over all points or
records is applied. The interpretation of quality is shown in Table 3.2. Basically, when
ASV is more than 0.25, the cluster structure could be regarded as strong enough and a
relevant solution could be used for patterns recognition. However, larger values are
preferable.
Table 3.2 Interpretation of the ASV (Sander and Lubbe, 2018)
ASV
Interpretation
< = 0.25
No substantial structure has been found
0.26–0.50
A weak structure has been found that could be artificial
0.51–0.70
A reasonable structure has been found
0.71–1.00
A strong structure has been found
3.3.2 Stability
Instability, or the relative frequency of outcomes, is a major limitation for some
clustering algorithms, such as PAM and SOM. On one side, the same network could
generate different results due to randomness from initialization of weights during each
network training process (Beale et al., 2015b). In another word, when using the same
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dataset and clustering algorithm, different results with various quality could be obtained
after each training process due to different initialization. Further, the same network
could also generate different results during different time stages within one training
process. This is because the training process is an interactive learning process, the
learning outcomes could change from time to time when involving more training steps.
Typical examples on randomness during training process after initialization are found
in Appendix B.
The influence of instability must be restricted as much as possible. One approach to
deal with instability is to train the network many times with small and sufficient high
number of steps but different initialized weights, then select a relatively stable solution
with high ASV (Sander and Lubbe, 2018) or showing meaningful patterns (Prato et al.,
2010). In this study, the presented solutions were those with a high probability of being
the final results. The method was to use many runs with different initial weights to learn
enough iterations and generate different results, which could be analyzed in terms of
relative frequency and was sufficient to test the instability. Boxplots were generated to
identify different outcomes, based on different numbers of clusters, with 100
independent runs in each case. Thus, the median ASV and degree of stability in the
form of 25 and 75 percentiles and outliers, could be obtained for all cases. This enabled
an overview of the quality and the stability for all cases. Then, promising solutions were
investigated further. In this study, a minimum level for stability as 50% was chosen for
the presented solutions, i.e., for 100 independent runs, at least 50 generated the same
patterns for a given number of clusters.
In addition, not all the results for one solution were identical. The aim of this study is
to identify patterns and then propose preventative measures. So the runs showing the
same patterns could be regarded as same solution. Typical examples are found in
Appendix C. Note that each presented solution for further analysis with certain ASV
was corresponding to the run that belongs to this solution and appeared most frequently
among all counterparts belong to the same solution.

3.3.3 Interpretability
The process of interpretation was conducted with assistance from experts in Folksam,
previous researches as mentioned in Chapter 2, and in combination with comparison
and referencing between different solutions. The ideal interpretable solutions were
those with optimal number of clusters and generating clear and informative but not
redundant patterns.
One major issue affected all these three criteria, i.e. quality, stability and interpretability
was the number of clusters. Generally but not necessarily, solutions with a lower
number of clusters have lower ASV, higher levels of stability and are easier to interpret.
Then a trade-off is formulated between these three criteria. On another hand, the
number of clusters should be limited between 2 and 20, or the results are meaningless.
Because when the number is 1, the whole clustering method itself is useless. While the
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number is more than 20, it is impossible to interpret the results for patterns recognition,
as many of the clusters show similar patterns and could cause much confusion, timewasting or even misunderstanding. In addition, the objectives of this study requires a
small number of clusters, hopefully less than six, because a large number of clusters
could lead to too many preventive measures, thus difficult to find the most urgent
problems to solve. Typical examples on the confusing solutions with too many clusters
are found in Appendix D. In this study, only the numbers of clusters ranging from 2 to
20 were tested. The process of identifying the optimal number of clusters was parallel
to the process related to tackling instability. Both can be solved through analyzing box
plots, and could fortunately be conducted simultaneously.
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4 Data pre-processing
Apart from methodology identification in Chapter 3, data pre-processing is another
fundamental step before clustering analysis. Section 4.1 describes the data source and
standard to measure severity, then the selection of data to ensure quality as well as
different focus from the police and hospitals. In section 4.2, the methods and results for
variables selection and categorization for main analysis and in-depth analysis are
introduced. Finally in section 4.3, strong collinearity between categories and variables
are removed due to the requirement of clustering.

4.1 Data description and selection
4.1.1 Data source
In this study, the data derived from STRADA (Swedish Traffic Accident Data
Acquisition), while the study period based on the data ranged between the recent 10
years, i.e. from 2007 to 2016. The data base has been described in an published book
(Sjööand Ungerbäck, 2007). Specifically, the data files were obtained from Emma, the
supervisor from Folksam.
STRADA is “a national information system collecting data of injuries and accidents in
the entire road transport system” (Transportstyrelsen, 2018b). STRADA is administered
by the Swedish Transport Agency. It also acts as the main resource for the Swedish
official statistics on road traffic accidents from 2003 (Transportstyrelsen, 2018b).
In STRADA , the police and hospitals’ records refer to individual road users
(Transportstyrelsen, 2018b). The dataset is combined and provide detailed information
about who, when, where and how the accidents took place. Different information is
provided in various columns for each record, so the data set is in the format of table
whose rows and columns represent records and characteristics respectively.
Information both from the police and hospitals is of importance. On one side, the police
are all mandatory to provide information to STRADA on the national scale
(Transportstyrelsen, 2018b). However, the police are generally not proficient in all the
knowledge on all kinds of accidents, especially when involving unprotected road users
such as pedestrians or when defining severity level (Transportstyrelsen, 2018b). In
addition, the police possibly failed to reflect all happened accidents, some of which
could only be captured in the emergency rooms in hospitals (Transportstyrelsen, 2018a).
To solve these problems, it is wise to refer to the information provided by hospitals as
supplements.
To improve readability of two resources that contain different columns as well as
characteristics, the preliminary manage on the dataset is composed. For the columns
that both resources cover with the same format, such as reference number, age, gender
and time, there is no contradiction so all of the columns were kept for further analysis.
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For the same information that is described on different ways for two resources, such as
the severity of accidents and road users involved, there is always a new column for each
characteristic that combines all relevant information to remove confusion. For other
information that is only covered by the police or hospitals, such as road conditions,
traffic conditions from the police or detailed information on injures for each body part
from the hospitals, it is also considered for further analysis.

4.1.2 Injury severity measurement
In this study, Injury Severity Score (ISS) code in STRADA was applied to measure the
accidents severity levels, i.e. serious and moderate injuries. In addition, the ISS values
were generated from Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) code (Transportstyrelsen, 2018a)
which is basically used to measure the injuries for each body part (e.g. head, face, neck
and so on) and could be defined along with the diagnosis.
The AIS value is widely used in hospitals and partly shows the probability of survival
corresponding to a specific accidents (Transportstyrelsen, 2018a). As is shown in Table
4.1, there are six different categories in terms of AIS value, where 1 means slightly
injury (0% of death) and 6 means maximum injury (100% death). As for a certain
people with more than one injured body parts, Maximum AIS (MAIS)
(Transportstyrelsen, 2018a) is introduced as one alternative to measure the highest
injury for a person by taking the biggest AIS value for the most injured body part, in
order to define the severity level for that people.
Table 4.1 The meaning for each AIS value (Transportstyrelsen, 2018a)
AIS value
Meaning
1
Slight injury
2
Moderate injury
3
Serious injury
4
Severe injury (life-threatening but probably survival)
5
Critical injury (survival uncertain)
6
Maximum injury
Compared to MAIS, ISS code is more rigorous to measure the probability of survival
based on multiple injuries (Transportstyrelsen, 2018a), because ISS code accounts for
the whole body instead of only the most injured body part. As is shown in Table 4.2,
there are three categories for severity levels and each one is corresponding to a range
of ISS values. Each ISS value for a certain people is calculated according to all injured
body parts of that people measured by AIS values. If AIS value is 6 for any body part
for the people, the ISS value is set to the maximum as 75 regardless of other body parts
(Transportstyrelsen, 2018a), thus that people is defined as seriously injured. Otherwise,
ISS value is the sum of squared three highest AIS values, which combines the injuries
of most injured three body parts for a certain people (Transportstyrelsen, 2018a), then
the obtained ISS value would be matched to a certain severity level according to table
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4.2. For example, if one people has AIS value as 1 for head, 2 for face and 3 for neck,
the ISS value is 14 and that people is defined as seriously injured. If another people
only has injuries on head and face with the same AIS values, the ISS value is 5 and that
people is defined as moderately injured.
Table 4.2 The severity level corresponding to ISS value (Transportstyrelsen, 2018a)
Severity level
ISS value
Slightly injured
1-3
Moderately injured
4-8
Seriously injured
>8
4.1.3 Data selection
Three individual datasets were selected according to the severity variation of the
accidents, i.e. moderately injured pedestrian accidents, seriously injured pedestrian
accidents and fatal pedestrian accidents. In total, 301 records for fatal pedestrian
accidents were selected, while the number for seriously and moderately injured
pedestrian accidents were 221 and 3633 respectively.
Some inadequate records were removed from the datasets. Firstly, all the records are
for pedestrians, but there are also a few that potentially involves accidents of cyclists,
such as the records labelled with “Cykel” in the “Sammanvägd trafikantkategori’
column. According to detailed explanation from the police or hospitals’ statements as
well as information from other columns, these records are actually for cyclists and could
be regarded as noise data. As a result, all these improper records were removed.
A second group of records, which miss a few important characteristics for clustering,
such as the accurate time of the accidents, were also removed due to the requirement of
complete information for each record.
A third groups of records with the “Place where accidents occur” as “stations”, such as
bus stations and petrol stations, were also removed. Because “stations” could not be
combined with other categories within the certain variable, i.e. “pedestrians’ area”,
“intersection” and “street” for the variable. Also, it has almost no influence on the
results if managing it as an individual category due to its small quantity. Only 1, 7 and
64 records are involved with “stations” for fatal, seriously and moderately injured
pedestrian accidents respectively. In conclusion, the best option was to remove these
few unimportant but confusing records.
The police and the hospitals seem to have different focus on different severity of
accident. As is shown in Table 4.3, fatal pedestrian accidents were controlled more
carefully and with higher quality from the police, thus involving less missing values or
noise records. For the seriously injured pedestrian accidents, the conditions were the
reverse, maybe most people with serious injury might be sent to the hospitals directly
and have little time on spot, and the hospital also took more care on people with serious
injury. Possibly resulting from these, the information quality from the hospitals were
much better than that from the police. For moderately injured pedestrian accidents, the
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data quality were similar from both sides, as the conditions might vary between the
former two kinds of accidents, thus the police and hospitals might both record the
information carefully when the accidents spur their interest. Overall, the information
quality from the police was generally better than the hospitals, as the selection rate were
relatively higher.
Table 4.3 Number of records for different severity levels and sources
Severity
fatal
Seriously injured
Moderately injured
Before selection
From Hospital
25
250
2554
From Police
307
53
1596
In total
313
250
4058
After selection
From Hospital
18
214
2207
From Police
296
37
1480
In total
301
214
3633
Selection rate
From Hospital
72%
85.6%
86.4%
From Police
96.4%
69.8%
92.7%
In total
96.2%
85.6%
89.5%

4.2 Variables selection and categorization
4.2.1 Seminar and data managing
The results of clustering, i.e. the possible solutions and relevant patterns, are sensitive
to the variables selection and categorization (Sander and Lubbe, 2018). So it is of
importance to choose the most effective characteristics in pedestrian accidents as
variables, and divide each of them into categories in a suitable way for further analysis.
This process was based on experts’ experiences on the available information from
STRADA. On 2018 March 28th, a seminar was held to discuss the selection of variables
and division of categories. Experts from Folksam attended the seminar, and advices
were provided based on previous research and experience.
Apart from expertise, several managing methods were also adopted on categorization
to standardize all variables and ensured structural and interpretation simplicity. For
STRADA, characteristics are in the form of numerical or categorical format, so all
numerical variables were transferred into categorical variables by setting one or more
separations among the whole covering range. As for the number of categories for each
variable, two to four was considered as the acceptable range. The reason was that too
many categories for one variable lead to interpretation complexity, so grouping of
similar values into the same category was applied to reduce the number of categories
as much as possible. Further, all variables were scaled and standardized by using oneof-n dummy encoding methods (Nowakowska, 2012). For each variable, only the
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category with relevant value was set 1, while all other categories in the same variable
were 0.

4.2.2 Basic variables for main analysis
The final variable selection and categorization for main analysis is shown in Table 4.4.
This enables comparison between accidents of three severity levels, i.e. fatal pedestrian
accidents, seriously injured pedestrian accidents and moderately injured pedestrian
accidents. All these three datasets were analyzed based on the same set of eight
variables and same division of categories. This was used to control and standardize the
clustering process, and to make the comparison free from unexpected influence of one
specific variable that is not available for all severity levels. The Swedish version of the
table is found in Appendix E, which explains the exact values selected from the original
data source in Excel file.
Variable
Age

Sex
Season
Day
Time
Population
Place where
accidents
occur

Road users
involved

Table 4.4 Categorization on eight basic variables
Category
Relevant characteristics in dataset
<16
Age <= 15
16-40
15 < Age <= 40
41-65
40 < Age <= 65
>65
Age > 65
Female
Sex = Woman
Male
Sex = Man
Winter
Months from November to April
Summer
Months from May to October
Weekday
Weekdays from Monday to Friday
Weekend
Weekdays for Saturday and Sunday
Day time
Clock time from 6:00 to 18:00
Night time
Clock time from 18:00 to 6:00 (next day)
Type of environment = Densely populated area,
Dense
Unknown
Sparse
Type of environment = Not densely populated area
Pedestrians’
Location type = Pedestrian and cycle path, Walking
area
Path / pavement, Other, Unknown, Square
Intersection
Location type = Roundabout, Intersection, Interchange
Street
Location type = Street
Only
Accident = Single pedestrian, Pedestrian with
pedestrians
pedestrian
Accident = Pedestrian with Cyclist / Motor vehicle /
With other
Moped vehicle / Parked vehicle / Tractor /
road traffic
Snowmobile / ATV
Accident = Pedestrian with Overtaking motor vehicle /
Others
Others / Animals / Train / Tram
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In this study, a certain record was defined as “falling accidents” when variable “Road
users involved” had category as “Only pedestrians”, which indicates only pedestrians
were involved in accidents. Comparatively, “Collision accidents” was defined when the
category was “With other road traffic”, which indicates pedestrian was collided with
other common road automobiles including cars and bicycles.

4.2.3 Additional variables for in-depth analysis
Some information that was only available from the police or the hospitals was further
considered. There were four new variables that could only be obtained from the
police: Speed limit, Road condition, Weather condition and Lighting condition. They
could be added to the former variables’ set to study on the patterns on fatal pedestrian
accidents, because most of the fatal pedestrian accidents had the information from the
police. However, these four new variables could not be used in seriously injured
pedestrian accidents, because most of the records missed the information from the
police. The same was for another new variable, i.e. Body part, since the hospital
provided information for most of the seriously injured pedestrian accidents’ records,
but very little to fatal pedestrian accidents. As a result, the new variable from the
hospital could be added into the eight basic variables to study on seriously injured
pedestrians accidents. On the other hand, moderately injured pedestrian accidents had
thousands of records with information from the police but not from the hospitals, and
thousands of other records with information from the hospitals but not from the
police. This kind of data availability was inadequate from either the police or
hospitals for clustering analysis on moderate severity level, and moderate injuries
were comparatively unimportant to meet “Vision zero”. As a result, moderate injured
pedestrian accidents were not analyzed further with additional variables.
In conclusion, as are shown in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, four more variables from the police
were added to the analysis on fatal pedestrian accidents, while one more variable from
the hospitals was added to the analysis on seriously injured pedestrian accidents. The
Swedish version of the tables are found in Appendix E, which explain the exact values
selected from the original data source in Excel file.
Table 4.5 Categorization on additional variable from the hospitals
Variable
Category
Relevant characteristics in dataset
Head
Body part = Head, Face
Body part = Thoracic spine, Abdominal, Genitalia,
Core
Body part
Neck back, Lumbar spine, Sternum
Body part = Ankle, Hip, Knee, Thigh, Hand, Lower
Limb
leg
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Table 4.6 Categorization on additional variables from the police
Variable
Category
Relevant characteristics in dataset
<= 30 km/h
Speed limit <= 30 km/h, Speed limit = Unknown
31-50 km/h
30 km/h < Speed limit <= 50 km/h
Speed limit
51-70 km/h
50 km/h < Speed limit <= 70 km/h
>70 km/h
Speed limit > 70 km/h
Road condition = Loose snow, Thick ice / packed
Icey
snow, Thin ice (roadway visible)
Road
condition
Wet
Road condition = Roadway wet / moist
Dry
Road condition = Roadway dry, Unknown
Good
Weather = Cloudy, Unknown
Weather
condition
Bad
Weather = Snowfall, Rain, Mist / Fog, Snowy rain
Light
Light condition = Daylight, Unknown
Lighting
condition
Dark
Light condition = Dark, Dawn / dusk

4.3 Belsley collinearity diagnostics
According to last section, there were eight basic variables with 20 categories for all
three severity levels accidents. Then the question is whether all of them should be taken
into further analysis. Despite the ideas from experts were promised to be really helpful
in terms of expertise, especially for patterns recognition and relevant preventative
measures, the former variable selection and categorization were not necessarily suitable
for clustering analysis in terms of methodology.
The clustering results are very sensitive to the strong correlation between variables
(Nowakowska, 2012). If there remains strong correlation between variables, the
correlated variables tend to gain more weight through the training process, i.e. produce
more influence on the clustering process than they should, thus the clustering results
may fail to reflect the real conditions, despite sometime stronger structure of clusters
could be obtained.
To prevent potential negative influence from the strong correlation, the strength of
collinearity were assessed by Belsley collinearity diagnostics (Belsley et al., 2005) for
the chosen variables and categories. When applying Belsley collinearity diagnostics, all
input variables are scaled to unit length before processing in a multiple linear regression
model, then singular values and condition indices are computed to check any groups of
variables that are involved in significant near dependencies (Belsley et al., 2005). In
addition, variance-decomposition proportions are calculated to identify each group of
variables involved and to what extent they degrade the regression, by composing the
variance of Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) (Belsley et al., 2005). In this study,
categories play the role of traditional variables in Belsley collinearity diagnostics.
Consequently, strong correlation is likely to exist between two categories from the same
variable.
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For the fatal pedestrian accidents, Belsley collinearity diagnostics was applied on all
the 20 categories to test whether strong collinearity existed. As is revealed from Figure
4.1, each line corresponds to one row of variance-decomposition proportions matrix
with condition index exceeding the tolerance as 6 (Nowakowska, 2012). The vertical
line is the tolerance (0.5) for variance-decomposition proportions, which is used to
identify the categories involved in near dependencies. If at least two values from the
same row of variance-decomposition proportions matrix exceed this tolerance, the
relevant groups of categories are marked with red dots and regard to exists strong
collinearity. In conclusion, there are several groups of categories involved in near
dependencies thus it is necessary to remove some of the categories.

Figure 4.1 Belsley collinearity diagnostics (20 categories, fatal)
Various methods could be applied to deal with strong collinearity. The first method was
to use the least number of categories to represent all the information for each variable.
For variables with two categories, only one of the categories was picked as a new
variable to diagnose, since it contained the whole information of the specific variable.
The condition was similar for variables with three or four categories, as two and three
of the categories were picked respectively. Another method was to try with different
combinations of categories to minimize the correlation between categories from the
same or different variables. If the former two methods did not work, then removing
relevant categories or even the whole variable should be taken into consideration.
After trial and error, 12 categories out of all the 20 categories were selected for the fatal
pedestrian accidents’ dataset, while all eight basic variables were covered. Figure 4.2
shows the plot of variance-decomposition proportions after removing collinear
variables. In this case no group of categories are involved in significant near
dependency, since all condition index is below the tolerance. On another hand, no
category exceeds the tolerance for variance-decomposition proportions, thus exhibits
no strong multicollinearity. In conclusion, the chosen 12 categories shows no strong
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collinearity and are satisfying for further clustering process.

Figure 4.2 Belsley collinearity diagnostics after removing collinear variables (12
categories, fatal)
For the seriously and moderately injured pedestrian accidents, same steps were taken
to remove strong collinearity. Finally 11 and 12 categories were selected respectively.
Again all eight basic variables were covered for both cases. Note that for seriously
injured pedestrian accidents, the last variable “Road users involved”, the category of
“Others” had no relevant values and the whole category was always 0, thus only the
other two categories were taken into further analysis. The categories selection are
concluded in Table 4.7, while the figures for Belsley collinearity diagnostics on
seriously and moderately injured pedestrian accidents are found in Appendix F.
Table 4.7 The categories selection on accidents of three severity levels
Variables
Fatal
Seriously injured
Moderately injured
<16
<16
16-40
Age
16-40
16-40
41-65
41-65
41-65
>65
Sex
Female
Female
Female
Season
Summer
Summer
Summer
Day
Weekday
Weekday
Weekday
Time
Night time
Night time
Night time
Population
Dense
Sparse
Sparse
Place where
Only involving
Only involving
Only involving
accidents
unprotected road
unprotected road
unprotected road
occur
users
users
users
Intersection
Intersection
Intersection
Road users
Only pedestrians
Only pedestrians
Only pedestrians
involved
Others
Others
Total number
12
11
12
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For the 5 additional variables, they were added to the eight basic variables for in-depth
analysis, thus the relevant Belsley collinearity diagnostics was conducted later.
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5 Results
Chapter 5 answers the four objectives and presents the results of this study based on
methodology in Chapter 3 and the pre-processed data in Chapter 4. Section 5.1 applies
descriptive statistics on accidents of all severity levels, as the support for clustering
analysis. Section 5.2 evaluates the performance of selected clustering algorithms and
then selects the best one among them for further analysis. Section 5.3 and 5.4 are the
main analysis and in-depth analysis on identifying patterns on accidents of different
severity levels, then comparison is conducted between severity levels and hypotheses
are composed on each identified pattern. Finally, in section 5.5, preventive measures
are suggested in a systematic way from three aspects based on the hypothesis on each
identified pattern.

5.1 Descriptive statistics
Before applying and comparing different clustering algorithms, frequency analyses
were implemented on accidents of different severity levels with the same variables
selection and categorization. It offers inspiration on the patterns of accidents, and
supports further clustering analysis.

Figure 5.1 Frequency analysis of all records (fatal pedestrian accidents)
Figure 5.1 shows the frequency analysis of fatal pedestrian accidents. Pedestrians’ fatal
pedestrian accidents were mainly involved with elderly (40.9%) and middle-aged
people (30.6%), as well as male (65.8%). A bit more accidents occurred during winter
(55.5%) than summer (44.5%), and in dense population areas (55.1%) than in sparse
population area (44.9%). If taken number of days into consideration, the frequency of
fatal pedestrian accidents were almost the same during weekdays (70.8%) and
weekends (29.2%). On the other side, many more accidents happened during day time
(63.1%) than night time (36.9%). For the last two variables, predominant characteristics
were streets (70.1%) as accidents locations and collision with vehicles (89.4%) as
accident type.
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Figure 5.2 Frequency analysis of all records (seriously injured pedestrian accidents)
Figure 5.2 shows the frequency analysis of seriously injured pedestrian accidents. The
frequency distribution of shared variables are partly similar to fatal pedestrian
accidents, but also have some apparent differences. Seriously injured pedestrian
accidents had more proportions or frequency during summer time (63.1%) compared
to fatal pedestrian accidents, and more during day time (76.6%). For the population
density, it happened even more frequently in dense area (81.8%). As for accident
locations, comparatively more share of records were in places where only pedestrians
involved (42.1%), relevantly less in street (49.5%) where other traffic modes also
appeared. All these differences mentioned above might be due to the reason that most
of the accidents causing serious injury were pedestrians falling accidents (79%).

Figure 5.3 Frequency analysis of all records (moderately injured pedestrian
accidents)
Figure 5.3 shows the frequency analysis of moderately injured pedestrian accidents.
The major characteristic that is different from the former two cases is that, it was
involved with much more percentage of children (35%) and young people (33.3%),
but less old people (14.1%). In addition, the frequency in dense area was even higher
(88.2%). Overall, the frequency distribution for moderately and seriously injured
pedestrian accidents are similar, maybe because the moderately injured pedestrian
accidents also shared large proportion of falling accidents (58.7%).
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5.2 Comparison of different clustering algorithms
As is discussed in Chapter 3, this study would compare three clustering algorithms then
choose the best one among them, i.e. Hierarchical Clustering (HC), Partitioning Around
Mediods (PAM) and SOM with batch mode. In the following section, to test the
performance of each algorithm, only the fatal pedestrian accidents with 301 records and
eight basic variables were used as an example. Then the algorithm with the best
performance would be applied for further analysis on all cases involving accidents of
all severity levels.

5.2.1 Random sampling
To begin with, a random sampling process was conducted to provide an overview on
results without any clustering algorithm. To keep this basic group comparable to
different clustering algorithms mentioned later, 100 independent runs with randomly
assigned clusters were adopted for each given number of clusters from 2 to 20.
Box plot was generated to identify different outcomes, based on different numbers of
clusters, with 100 independent runs in each case. The red line in the center of each box
was the median ASV of 100 independent runs with a given number of clusters, while
the upside and downside of box were 75 and 25 percentiles for every 100 runs. The red
dots were outliers that exceeded the defined range between maximum and minimum
horizontal lines.
As is revealed from Figure 5.4, the median ASV is equal or less than zero in all cases.
Further, the median ASV decreases with increasing number of clusters, and the same
with the quality of clustering structure.

Figure 5.4 The ASV for clustering with random sampling (fatal pedestrian accidents)
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5.2.2 Hierarchical Clustering
Hierarchical Clustering algorithm has been a popular method in pattern recognition.
However, it tends to get optimal number or obtain reasonable results when the number
is too large to interpret any generalization of information (Sander and Lubbe, 2018). In
this study, Hierarchical clusters in Agglomerative approach and Ward method (Ward,
1963) was applied to test the quality of results through ASV, when numbers ranging
from 2 to 20. Since the solutions were all 100% stable through all cases in this method,
a line plot was used. As is revealed in Figure 5.5, Hierarchical Clustering algorithm is
not suitable for this dataset, because median ASV is too small to reach 0.25 when the
number of cluster is below 18, which means that there is no substantial structure of the
clusters. For the cases when number is more than 17, median ASV only narrowly
exceeds the bottom line (0.25), so these cases could be compared with the other two
clustering algorithms.

Figure 5.5 The ASV for HC (fatal pedestrian accidents)

5.2.3 Partitioning Around Mediods
Another popular method of clustering are k-means or k-mediods. In this study,
Partitioning Around Mediods (PAM) was applied. Both the median and variance of
ASV for each case for given number of clusters are shown from Figure 5.6, The
conditions of PAM is much better than HC, since median ASV is generally higher and
the structure of clusters are strong enough when the number exceeds 9.
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Figure 5.6 The ASV for PAM (fatal pedestrian accidents)

5.2.4 SOM with batch mode
The last algorithm alternative is SOM with batch mode. As is shown in Figure 5.7, the
median ASV are comparatively larger than former two methods. The bottom line (0.25)
is below median ASV on most cases, while for the same number of clusters the SOM
methods are generally better in quality. From 2 to 20, three clusters is the only case that
median ASV is less than 0.25.

Figure 5.7 The ASV for SOM with batch mode (fatal pedestrian accidents)
Comparatively, the SOM with batch mode is the algorithm that has the best
performance base on STRADA dataset. Compared to HC, SOM has lower stability but
a potential to generate solutions over more cases with various number of clusters and
with stronger clustering structure. Compared to PAM, SOM has similar level of stability
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but generates solution with better quality. As a result, it was chosen for further stability
testing and clustering analysis.
However, further analyses are needed to investigate which numbers of clusters are
suitable for solutions that are interpretable for preventive measures. The exact chosen
number of clusters as well as relevant solutions are discussed in the following sections.

5.3 Patterns identified with SOM
This section accounts for the results of the clustering analyses on pedestrian accidents
of different levels of severity through SOM with batch mode, which presents the results
for main analysis.

5.3.1 Fatal pedestrian accidents
The chosen method is SOM with batch mode, and optimal number for clusters on fatal
pedestrian accidents was among 2, 4 or even more. Detailed analysis on the clustering
results and solutions were composed with the help of figures and relevant values. To
cope with the instability, 100 independent runs were composed for each case in order
to identify the possibility and distribution of each potential solution.
The 100 independent runs for 2 clusters are shown in Figure 5.8. The left one shows
the scatter plot of all ASV for 100 runs. A red line was composed to represent the bottom
line of minimum acceptable ASV (0.25), thus any run that has median ASV less than
the bottom line is regard to have too weak clustering structure to be a reasonable
solution. The right one shows the histogram of all ASV for the 100 runs, and provides
another view of the results distribution. As a result, there was only one possible solution,
whose ASV is 0.254 and the stability level was 54%. The method to define the same
patterns or solution from different runs can be found in Appendix C, and in this case 54
runs out of 100 lead to the same patterns as those of the specific run with ASV as 0.254.

Figure 5.8 The quality of solution (fatal, 2 clusters)
When the number of cluster was 4 (Figure 5.9), there were two possible solutions with
ASV around 0.26 and a bit more than 0.28 respectively. However, their stability level
were less than 35% thus they failed to be sufficiently stable solutions, thus should be
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excluded from the possible solutions.

Figure 5.9 The quality of solution (fatal, 4 clusters)
When the number was 5 (Figure 5.10), the only potential solution was hopeful to reach
the stability level but not the ASV requirement, as it was around 0.24. As a result, the
solution failed to go with sufficiently strong structure of clusters thus could not be
regarded as a possible solution.

Figure 5.10 The quality of solution (fatal, 5 clusters)
On the other side, when the number was larger than 5, there was no satisfactory result
with sufficient stability as well. A typical example is shown when the number was 6
(Figure 5.11). It seems that the distribution of results was very sparse and there was no
stable solution with sufficiently high frequency around one certain value. As a result,
for seriously injured pedestrian accidents the optimal number of clusters cannot exceed
5.

Figure 5.11 The quality of solution (fatal, 6 clusters)
The patterns from the solution with two clusters are shown in Figure 5.12. The patterns
identification was basically depending on two perspectives. The first was the absolute
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share of each category among relevant variable for every cluster. The larger the share
is, the more possibility that a specific cluster could be labeled with that characteristic
according to that category. Another perspective was the relative difference between the
share and the counterpart from the frequency analysis on all records. The more
significant difference is, the larger relevance of that category to describe patterns.

Figure 5.12 The identified patterns for fatal pedestrian accidents (ASV = 0.254)
The identification of patterns are concluded in Table 5.1. The first cluster indicates that
old people might be relatively vulnerable during their daily life, since day time and
weekdays were the common time periods for people to get around while densely
populated area was a common place for people to move around. The second cluster
mainly included young and middle-aged males in sparsely populated area during night
time on weekends. It might result from walking carelessly back home from parties late
at night. Both clusters show that collision with vehicles on street was the main reason
of death. This make sense, since collision accidents with vehicles generally lead to
significant severity, especially on streets where there was higher mixture of pedestrians
and vehicles.
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Cluster

Cluster 1
177 records

Cluster 2
124 records

Table 5.1 The patterns for fatal pedestrian accidents
Variables distribution
Pattern identification
Old people
Both female and male
Old people were involved in
Both summer and winter
collision accidents on street
More frequent during weekdays
located in densely populated
Mainly day time
area during day time on
More in densely populated area
weekdays
Mainly on street
Mainly as collision accidents
Young and middle-aged people
Mainly male
Young and middle-aged
Both summer and winter
males were involved in
More frequent during weekends
collision accidents on street
located in sparsely populated
Mainly night time
area during night time on
More in sparsely populated area
weekends
Mainly on street
Mainly as collision accidents

5.3.2 Seriously injured pedestrian accidents
Same methods and steps were taken for seriously injured pedestrian accidents. As is
shown in Figure 5.13, the potential optimal number could be 3, 5 or even larger. Then
all cases were checked and compared.

Figure 5.13 The ASV with various numbers of clusters (seriously)
The 100 independent runs for 3 clusters are shown in Figure 5.14. There was only one
possible solution, whose ASV was 0.270 and stability level was 100%. Note that for
the right one, it seems that there were three solutions but actually there was only one,
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because the maximum difference was less than 0.0003 thus all the runs were for the
same solution.

Figure 5.14 The quality of solution (seriously, 3 clusters)
When the number was 5 or 6, the condition was that no solution with satisfactory ASV
could reach satisfactory stability level. A typical example is presented when the number
was 6 (Figure 5.15), the stability level of the possible solution with ASV around 0.265
was less than 30%. As a result, it cannot be regarded as a stable solution for patterns
identification and could not be considered.

Figure 5.15 The quality of solution (seriously, 6 clusters)
On the other side, when the number was larger than 6, the stability level was worse and
there was no set of runs could be concluded as a certain solution. A typical example is
shown when the number was 8 (Figure 5.16). It seems that the distribution of results
was very sparse and there was no stable solution with sufficiently high frequency
around one certain value. As a result, for seriously injured pedestrian accidents the only
optimal number of clusters was 3.

Figure 5.16 The quality of solution (seriously, 8 clusters)
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In conclusion, there was only one solution for seriously injured pedestrian accidents.
And the patterns from the solution with 3 clusters are shown in Figure 5.17.

Figure 5.17 The identified patterns for seriously injured pedestrian accidents (ASV =
0.270)
The identification of patterns are concluded in Table 5.2. The first and the third cluster
could be combined as one specific case, as people tended to expose to falling accidents
in densely populated area during day time. Comparatively, children were more
vulnerable on the street and middle-aged people were more vulnerable in pedestrians’
area, while old people were always the vulnerable groups. The second cluster has
patterns that might due to problems after late night parties during summer time mainly
involving young males.
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Table 5.2 The patterns for seriously injured pedestrian accidents
Cluster
Variables distribution
Pattern identification
Children and old people
Both female and male
Children and old people were
Both summer and winter
involved in falling accidents
Both weekends and weekdays
Cluster 1
on street located in densely
89 records
Mainly day time
populated area during day
Mainly in densely populated area
time
Mainly on street
Mainly falling accidents
Young people
Mainly male
Mainly summer
Young males were involved
Both weekends and weekdays
Cluster 2
in falling accidents on street
48 records
located in densely populated
More frequent at night time
area during summer night
Mainly in densely populated area
Mainly on street
Mainly falling accidents
Middle-aged and old people
Both female and male
Middle-aged and old people
Both summer and winter
were involved in falling
Both weekends and weekdays
Cluster 3
accidents in pedestrians’ area
77 records
Mainly day time
located in densely populated
Mainly in densely populated area
area during day time
Mainly in pedestrians’ area
Mainly falling accidents
5.3.3 Moderately injured pedestrian accidents
Same methods and steps were taken for moderately injured pedestrian accidents. As is
shown in Figure 5.18, the potential optimal number could be 2, 9 or more. Then all
cases were checked and compared sequentially.
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Figure 5.18 The ASV with various numbers of clusters (moderately)
The 100 independent runs for two clusters are shown in Figure 5.19. There was only
one possible solution, whose ASV was 0.265 and stability level was 98%. Note that for
the right one, it seems that there were several solutions but actually there was only one
solutions and two other runs, because the maximum difference for the 98 runs was less
than 0.0015, thus they were for the same solution.

Figure 5.19 The quality of solution (moderately, 2 clusters)
When the number was 9, the condition was that no solution with satisfactory ASV could
reach satisfactory stability level. As is revealed from Figures 5.20, the stability level of
the possible solution with ASV around 0.255 was less than 48%. As a result, it cannot
be regarded as a stable solution for patterns identification and could not be considered.
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Figure 5.20 The quality of solution (moderately, 9 clusters)
On the other side, when the number was larger than 9, the stability level was worse and
there was no set of runs could be concluded as a certain solution. A typical example is
shown when the number was 10 (Figure 5.21). It seems that the distribution of results
was very sparse and there was no stable solution with sufficiently high frequency
around one certain value. As a result, for moderately injured pedestrian accidents the
only optimal number of clusters was 2.

Figure 5.21 The quality of solution (moderately, 10 clusters)
In conclusion, there was only one solution for moderately injured pedestrian accidents.
And the patterns from the solution with two clusters are shown in Figure 5.22.

Figure 5.22 The identified patterns for moderately injured pedestrian accidents (ASV
= 0.265)
The identification of patterns are concluded in Table 5.3. The first cluster refers to the
children and young male who were involved in falling accidents in pedestrians’ area
located in densely populated area during summer day time, which might due to some
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outdoor activities with relatively high risk of injury, such as playing with skateboard
and football. The second cluster refers to adult people involved in collision accidents
on street located in densely populated area during day time, which represented the
collision accidents that did not cause severe injury.
Table 5.3 The patterns for moderately injured pedestrian accidents
Cluster
Variables distribution
Pattern identification
Mainly children and young people
Mainly male
Children and young males
Mainly summer
Cluster 1
were involved in falling
Both weekday and weekend
2014
accidents in pedestrians’ area
Mainly daytime
records
located in densely populated
Mainly densely populated area
area during summer day time
More frequent in pedestrians’ area
Mainly falling accidents
Mainly adult people
Both male and female
Adult people were involved
Both summer and winter
Cluster 2
in collision accidents on
Both weekday and weekend
1619
street located in densely
Mainly daytime
records
populated area during day
Mainly densely populated area
time
More frequent on street
Mainly collision accidents
5.3.4 Comparison between severity levels
The comparison of patterns was between three different severity levels, i.e. fatal
pedestrian accidents, seriously injured pedestrian accidents and moderately injured
pedestrian accidents. The patterns from each case are concluded in Table 5.4, and
several conclusion could be obtained from the comparison:


The main pattern of fatal pedestrian accidents was collision with vehicles, while
streets were the hot spots where collision accidents happens, as well as death.



The main pattern of seriously injured pedestrian accidents was falling. All age
groups had their own hot spots and dangerous time periods, but all within densely
populated area.



The weekend night party might cause much risk to the males on their way home.
Young and middle-aged males were main victims for such collision accidents in
sparsely populated area (fatal cluster 2), while young males were also main victims
for falling accidents in densely populated area during summer (seriously cluster 2).



Old people were the most vulnerable people even during their daily life on day
time, both for collision accidents on street (fatal cluster 1, moderately cluster 2)
and falling accidents (seriously cluster 1 and 3).
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Summer is the time with high frequency of accidents for children and young people.
They are suggested to be careful with outdoor activities, which might potentially
put them at a risk of moderately injured falling accidents (moderately cluster 1). In
addition, young males are suggested to take extra care not to fall after summer night
parties (seriously cluster 2).



When comparing clusters for accidents of different severity levels, it can be noted
that fatal cluster 1 and moderately cluster 2 show almost the same patterns except
for a little age and weekday coverage. It again indicates that collision accidents
resulting to injuries with different severity levels in densely populated area during
day time maybe a problem for adult people especially the old.

Table 5.4 Patterns for each cluster from different severity levels
Severity
Cluster
Pattern
Old people were involved in collision accidents on street
1
located in densely populated area during day time on
weekdays
Fatal
Young and middle-aged males were involved in collision
2
accidents on street located in sparsely populated area during
night time on weekends
Children and old people were involved in falling accidents
1
on street located in densely populated area during day time
Young males were involved in falling accidents on street
2
Seriously
located in densely populated area during summer night
Middle-aged and old people were involved in falling
3
accidents in pedestrians’ area located in densely populated
area during day time
Children and young males were involved in falling
1
accidents in pedestrians’ area located in densely populated
area during summer day time
Moderately
Adult people were involved in collision accidents on street
2
located in densely populated area during day time

5.4 Further study on “Vision zero”
One of the main objective of this study is to compose preventive measures to help
meeting “Vision zero”. The patterns obtained from the former sections were helpful but
not enough, since there were only eight variables used to do the comparison. As could
be seen from the previous conclusions, some normal contributing factors were not
considered in the patterns, and some of the clusters were promised to be divided into
more clusters if including new variables. For example, whether the dark lighting
condition, or the bad road condition, or the unreasonably high speed limit was the cause
of collision accidents during weekend night in sparse area, was not clear from the
former patterns and could be possibly analyzed further. As a result, more variables
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representing some other essential information should be added to investigate more
patterns as the reference for preventive measure.
As is shown in Table 5.5, one interesting finding from the former patterns was that most
of the fatal pedestrian accidents were collision accidents, while most of the seriously
injured pedestrian accidents were falling accidents.
Table 5.5 Number of records for collision and falling accidents
Severity
fatal
Seriously injured Moderately injured
All records
301
214
3633
Collision accidents
269
6
1435
Falling accidents
10
169
2104
Considering the datasets this study based on, the only method is to use the information
from either the police or hospitals. However, the fatal pedestrian accidents’ records
almost have the information from the police, but hardly have any information from the
hospital, while the conditions for seriously injured pedestrian accidents are reverse. So
the four new variables from the police were only added to the analysis on fatal
pedestrian accidents, while another new variable from hospitals was added to the
analysis on seriously injured pedestrian accidents. On another hand, moderately injured
pedestrian accidents were not considered to add any new variable, because they were
not very important in meeting “Vision zero”, and most of them lacked the information
from either of the two resource sides.
The following two sections are arranged as “Fatal pedestrians in collision accidents”
and “Seriously injured pedestrians in falling accidents”. For the first section, since fatal
pedestrian accidents have sufficient information from the police, the four new variables
from the police could be added to the eight basic variables. For the second section, since
seriously injured pedestrian accidents have sufficient information from the hospital,
another variable from hospital could be added to the eight basic variables.

5.4.1 Fatal pedestrians in collision accidents
There were 296 records selected from the 301 fatal pedestrian accidents’ records by
removing the records with missing values on the four new variables. However, not all
variables could be used for clustering because the four new variables caused significant
collinearity however changing the categories’ division. The high correlation was always
witnesses between “Time” and “Lighting condition”, “Population” and “Speed limit”.
It was identical to our common sense, as lighting condition in terms of daylight or dark
are always highly correlated to day time or night time, while more populated area are
always set with lower speed limit.
In this study, the two variables, “Time” and “Population”, were removed to give place
to the two new variables, “Lighting condition” and “Speed limit”. Because “Lighting
condition” was more precisely in representing the visibility of environment than “Time”,
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which could differ through seasons and geographical locations. In addition, “Speed
limit” was better in representing the state of the car, as collision accidents tends to occur
when speed limit is higher instead of population density on most cases. On another hand,
it is meaningful to try with new variables to investigate some different patterns in order
to have a different view on preventive measures.
In conclusion, 10 variables in total were used in fatal pedestrian accidents in collision
accidents. The plot of variance-decomposition proportions on the 10 variables with 17
categories is shown in Appendix F, and all 17 categories were kept for further analysis.
The frequency analysis is shown in Figure 5.23. For the four new variables, the speed
limit for each category was average except the one 51 to 70 km/h (14.2%), while the
most frequent road condition for collision accidents were surprisingly on normal dry
road (55.1%) and then wet road (32.4%), instead of icy road (12.5%). Similarly, most
accidents happened during good weather (84.1%), while light condition did not
influence the situation much since almost half of the accidents occurred in good light
condition (50.7%).

Figure 5.23 Frequency analysis of all records (fatal in collision)
Same methods and steps were taken for this case. As is shown in Figure 5.24, the
potential optimal number could only be 2, as all other alternatives failed to exceed the
minimum requirements in quality.
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Figure 5.24 The ASV with various numbers of clusters (fatal in collision)
The 100 independent runs for 2 clusters are shown in Figure 5.25. There was only one
possible solution, whose ASV was 0.256 and stability level was 98%. Note that for the
right one, the maximum difference for the 98 runs was less than 0.0006, thus they were
for the same solution.

Figure 5.25 The quality of solution (fatal in collision, 2 clusters)

Figure 5.26 The identified patterns for fatal pedestrians in collision accidents (ASV =
0.256)
The identification of patterns are concluded in Figure 5.26 and Table 5.6. The first
cluster refers to victims of old people on dry area with speed limit less than 50 km/h on
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good weather and day light. It indicates again old people might be very vulnerable even
in their daily life and expose to relatively friendly traffic environment, such as low
speed limit, dry road, good weather and day light conditions. For the second cluster, it
refers to victims of young and middle-aged males on wet streets with speed limit more
than 50 km/h during winter on good weather but bad day light. This might because
when weather turned to be good and road conditions were better (from icy to wet)
during winter time, both drivers and pedestrians tended to be careless, and then
accidents occurred when there were still dangerous factors, i.e. the streets with high
speed limit when day light was not good.
Table 5.6 The patterns for fatal pedestrians in collision accidents
Cluster
Variables distribution
Pattern identification
Mainly old people
Both female and male
Both summer and winter
Old people were involved in
Both weekends and weekdays
collision accidents on dry
On all places
Cluster 1
area with speed limit less
150 records
Mainly collision accidents
than 50 km/h on good
Mainly below 50 km/h
weather and day light
Mainly on dry road
Mainly good weather condition
Mainly good light condition
Young and middle-aged people
Mainly male
Young and middle-aged
Mainly winter
males were involved in
Both weekends and weekdays
collision accidents on wet
Mainly on street
Cluster 2
street with speed limit more
146 records
Mainly collision accidents
than 50 km/h during winter
Mainly more than 50 km/h
on good weather but bad day
More frequent on wet road
light
Mainly good weather condition
Mainly bad light condition
5.4.2 Seriously injured pedestrians in falling accidents
All seriously injured pedestrian accidents’ records were selected because the new
variables had no missing information. However, if all nine variables were taken into
analysis, there was no possible solution meeting the quality requirement. As is revealed
from Figure 5.27 when the number of clusters exceeded 17, it seems that they were
potential solutions, but actually they failed to reach 50% stability level. In conclusion,
no clusters or further analysis could be applied in this case, and new selection on
variables and categories is required to obtain patterns with the information from the
new variable.
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Figure 5.27 The ASV based on all 9 variables (seriously in falling)
The most efficient method to deal with weak clustering structure is modifying the
selection of variables and categories. According to the former sections, when the
majority of one certain variable was occupied with one category, all clusters showed
patterns according to that category. For example, the majority of fatal pedestrian
accidents were collision accidents and occurred on street, then both two clusters
indicate collision accidents happened on street. For the seriously injured pedestrian
accidents, the majority accidents were falling accidents happened in densely populated
area, so all patterns showed these two characteristics anyway. To improve the clustering
structure, these two variables were removed for a trail, then the new set of 7 variables
were tried to investigate possible solutions.
The plot of variance-decomposition proportions on the 7 variables with 11 categories
is shown in Appendix F, and all 11 categories were kept for further analysis. The
frequency analysis is shown in Figure 5.28. For the new variable, most victims had
injuries on their heads (31.8%) and limbs (52.3%).

Figure 5.28 Frequency analysis of all records (seriously in falling)
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Same methods and steps were taken for this case. As is shown in Figure 5.29, the
potential optimal number of clusters were among 3, 5 and more. After checking each
case, the only solution that met both quality and stability requirements had 3 clusters
(Figure 5.30), i.e. it had ASV as 0.263 and stability level as 53%.

Figure 5.29 The ASV based on 7 variables (seriously in falling)

Figure 5.30 The quality of solution (seriously in falling, 3 clusters)
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Figure 5.31 The identified patterns for seriously injured pedestrians in falling
accidents (ASV=0.263)
The identification of patterns are concluded in Figure 5.31 and Table 5.7. The first and
second clusters could be combined as one, which indicates middle-aged and old people
tended to hurt their limbs during day time. The third cluster indicates children and
young male tended to hurt heads when falling on street during summer time. Note that
all patterns still include “falling accidents” and “densely populated area” despite not
involving relevant variables, because of their predominant role in seriously injured
pedestrian accidents.
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Table 5.7 The patterns for seriously injured pedestrians in falling accidents
Cluster
Variables distribution
Pattern identification
Middle-aged and old people
Both female and male
Both summer and winter
Middle-aged and old people
Cluster 1
Both weekends and weekdays
hurt limbs in pedestrians’
82 records
area during day time
Mainly day time
Pedestrians’ area
Mainly limbs’ injury
Middle-aged and old people
Both female and male
Both summer and winter
Middle-aged and old people
Cluster 2
Both weekends and weekdays
hurt limbs on street during
71 records
day time
Mainly day time
Mainly on street
Mainly limbs’ injury
Children and young people
Mainly male
Mainly summer
Children and young male
Cluster 3
Both weekends and weekdays
hurt head on street during
61 records
summer
Both day and night time
Mainly on street
Mainly heads’ injury
5.4.3 In-depth analysis with additional variables
According to the comparison from Table 5.8, the four new variables from the police
indicate that old people might be vulnerable not only during daily life (fatal cluster 1),
but also within very friendly traffic environment conditions (fatal collision cluster 1).
For the young and middle-aged males, the new variables supplements that apart from
the potential risk from night parties (fatal cluster 2), the cases when people became
careless and ignore dangerous factors might also bring accidents (fatal collision cluster
2).
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Table 5.8 Patterns for clusters with different variables (fatal)
Category Cluster
Pattern
Old people were involved in collision accidents on street
1
located in densely populated area during day time on
weekdays
Fatal
Young and middle-aged males were involved in collision
2
accidents on street located in sparsely populated area during
night time on weekends
Old people were involved in collision accidents on dry area
1
with speed limit less than 50 km/h on good weather and day
light
Fatal in
collision
Young and middle-aged males were involved in collision
2
accidents on wet street with speed limit more than 50 km/h
during winter on good weather but bad day light
According to the comparison from Table 5.9, the new variable indicates that middleaged and old people tended to hurt limbs when falling (seriously falling cluster 1 and
2), while children and young males tended to hurt heads (seriously falling cluster 3).
For middle-aged and old people, the reason might be that they were usually involved in
falling accidents during their daily life on day time (seriously cluster 1 and 3) and might
react to protect themselves with their limbs, thus they tended to injure their limbs. For
children, they might be too young to always protect themselves with limbs when falling
down in summer outdoor activities (moderately cluster 1), thus easier to hurt their heads.
For young male on their way back home during summer night (seriously cluster 2), they
might become tired or drunk, thus easier to fall down and failed to protect their head,
which was absolutely more vulnerable than limbs.
Table 5.9 Patterns for clusters with different variables (seriously)
Category Cluster
Pattern
Children and old people were involved in falling accidents
1
on street located in densely populated area during day time
Young males were involved in falling accidents on street
2
Seriously
located in densely populated area during summer night
Middle-aged and old people were involved in falling
3
accidents in pedestrians’ area located in densely populated
area during day time
Middle-aged and old people hurt limbs in pedestrians’ area
1
during day time
Seriously in
Middle-aged and old people hurt limbs on street during day
falling
2
time
3
Children and young male hurt head on street during summer
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5.5 Preventive measures
This study is not investigating causal relations between patterns and preventive
measures, but forming hypotheses on preventive measures based on the identified
patterns and correlations. Hypotheses on reasons causing identified patterns were
therefore composed, and relevant preventive measures could be concluded accordingly
as following in section 5.5.4.
As is mentioned before, preventive measures on pedestrian accidents could be
described from three different aspects, i.e. pedestrians, infrastructure and maintenance,
vehicles. However, not all available preventive measure are suggested, because some
of the contributing factors are unavailable in the analysis thus there is no evidence to
support relevant preventive measures. For example, signaling system conditions and
width of the road are unavailable, so preventive measure cannot include the signal
priority for pedestrians or narrower road width.
Further, there are plenty of more preventive measures from previous researches that
could be suitable for this study as well. However, the following listed preventive
measures from 5.5.1 to 5.5.3 are the most relevant ones for identified patterns, which
were judged with the help of knowledge obtained from the seminars in Folksam with
Emma and Helena, as well as based on the findings from literature review in section
2.2 (Prato et al., 2010, Olszewski et al., 2015, Schepers et al., 2017, Berggård and
Johansson, 2010, Gyllencreutz et al., 2015).
5.5.1 Vehicles
The preventive measures from the vehicle perspective are for all patterns dealing with
collision accidents. They are:


Automatic Emergency Breaking (AEB)



Lower speed limit



Education on drivers about driving behavior, e.g. no driving after drinking alcohol

5.5.2 Maintenance and infrastructure
Preventive measures on infrastructure refers to the new construction of road traffic
infrastructure, and those on maintenance refers to the measures to keep the built
infrastructure in good condition. The preventive measures are:


Continuous, isolated and protected walking lanes



Reduce uneven surfaces due to pot holes or cobble stones



Softer and non-slip ground material



Improvement on lighting conditions, such as more or better street lamps
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Reduce slipping with gravel, salt or melt icy surfaces during winter time

5.5.3 Pedestrians
The conditions for pedestrians are more complex according to the patterns from last
chapter. Different kinds of preventive measures could be applied according to different
kinds of people:


Good shoes and anti-slip devices



Neon vest, which can reflecting light, or reflective hats or gloves



Safety airbag, helmet, canes, wrist ring devices for detecting accidents and calling
for help automatically



Education on pedestrians about travelling behavior, e.g. less alcohol, awareness on
risk from outdoor activities, more concern during festivals



Company and caring for the old, as well as children from parents



Information provision with appropriate methods, such as newspapers, radios and
mobile phones



Physical training for old people

5.5.4 Preventive measures based on patterns
Most importantly, preventive measures should be combined in a systematic way to
formulate joint force. So preventive measures were identified based on patterns on
accidents of three different severity levels in the main analysis, as well as the two
additional cases from in-depth analysis. For each identified pattern, it consisted of
several contributing factors which were related to specific preventive measures. To
compose the preventive measures on each identified pattern, firstly the preventive
measures listed before were matched to different contributing factors, then allocated to
different patterns according to the composition of patterns in terms of contributing
factors.
To begin with, all pedestrians involved in accidents of all severity levels are
recommended to equip with specific personal devices: good shoes and anti-slip devices
to avoid falling; helmet particularly for children and young people (they tended to hurt
their head); canes for old people; wrist ring devices for detecting accidents and calling
for help automatically when involving falling accidents in sparsely populated area in
case nobody around; safety airbag for all age groups.
For collision accidents (all fatal and fatal collision clusters, moderately cluster 2):
Automatic Emergency Breaking (AEB) in case of careless driving; lower speed limit to
minimize severity if accidents happen; continuous, isolated and protected walking lanes
for extra protection on pedestrians; education on drivers about specific driving behavior,
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especially when meeting specific vulnerable pedestrians (e.g. old, children, drunk).
Specifically at night (fatal cluster 2, fatal collision cluster 2): neon vest (or reflective
hats or gloves) and improvement on lighting conditions (street lamps), because they
could help drivers to recognize pedestrians more easily.
For falling accidents (all seriously and seriously falling clusters, moderately cluster 1);
reducing uneven surfaces due to pot holes or cobble stones; softer and non-slip ground
material (possibility of falling could be reduced, lower severity level if falling accidents
happen); reduce slipping with gravel, salt or melt icy surfaces during winter time.
For accidents might resulting from night parties (fatal cluster 2, seriously cluster 2, and
seriously falling cluster 3): more concern during festivals and education on pedestrians
about travelling behavior (less alcohol) to prevent potential risk fundamentally.
For accidents might resulting from careless (fatal collision cluster 2): daily information
promotion about potential risks for travelling to raise people’s carefulness.
For accidents involving old people (fatal cluster 1, fatal collision cluster 1, seriously
cluster 1 and 3, seriously falling cluster 1 and 2, moderately cluster 2): physical training
for old people as well as extra company and caring, because old people might always
vulnerable and particularly need extra care.
For accidents involving children (seriously cluster 1, seriously falling cluster 3,
moderately cluster 1): extra care on children especially from their parents (most
practical and effective); the awareness on risk of outdoor activities to reduce moderate
injuries as well.
After matching with different contributing factors, preventive measures were further
allocated to different patterns according to the composition of patterns in terms of
contributing factors. Finally, the preventive measures based on each identified pattern
are concluded in Table 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12.
Table 5.10 Preventive measures for moderately injured pedestrian accidents
Pattern
Preventive measures
Children and young males 1. Reduce uneven surfaces due to pot holes or cobble stones
were involved in falling 2. Softer and non-slip ground material for outdoor activities
accidents in pedestrians’ area 3. Helmet, safety airbag, good shoes, anti-slip device
located in densely populated 4. Education on sports safety
area during summer day time 5. Extra care to the children from their parents
1. AEB
Adult people were involved 2. Lower speed limits in city centers
in collision accidents on 3. Education on drivers to take extra care
street located in densely 4. Continuous, isolated and protected walking lanes
populated area during day 5. Company with the old if possible
time
6. Physical training for old people
7. Safety airbag, cane
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Table 5.11 Preventive measures for fatal pedestrian accidents
Category
Pattern
Preventive measures
Old people were 1. AEB
involving
in 2. Lower speed limits in city centers
collision accidents 3. Education on drivers to care about the old
on street located in 4. Continuous, isolated and protected walking lanes
densely populated 5. Company with the old if possible
area during day 6. Physical training for old people
time on weekdays
7. Safety airbag, cane
1. AEB
Fatal
Young and middle- 2. Lower speed limits at weekend night
aged males were 3. Education on drivers to take extra care at weekend
involving
in
night, and don’t drink alcohol
collision accidents 4. Improvement on lighting conditions
on street located in 5. Isolated and protected walking paths along roads
sparsely populated 6. Education on young and middle-aged males to drink
area during night
less alcohol and take care during festivals
time on weekends
7. Reflective vests or hats or gloves, safety airbag,
helmet, wrist ring
Old people were
involved
in 1. AEB
collision accidents 2. Education on drivers to care about the old
on dry area with 3. Continuous, isolated and protected walking lanes
speed limit less than 4. Company with the old if possible
50 km/h on good 5. Physical training for old people
weather and day 6. Safety airbag, cane
light
Fatal
in Young and middle- 1. AEB
collision
aged males were 2. Lower speed limits and protected walking lanes
involved
in 3. Education on drivers and pedestrians to be careful
collision accidents
anytime
on wet street with 4. Better lighting conditions
speed limit more 5. Reduce slipping with gravel, salt or melt icy surfaces
than 50 km/h during 6. Reflective vests, hats or gloves, safety airbag,
winter on good
helmet, wrist ring
weather but bad day 7. Daily information promotion about potential risks
light
for travelling
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Category

Seriously

Seriously
in falling

Table 5.12 Preventive measures for seriously injured pedestrian accidents
Pattern
Preventive measures
Children and old people 1. Reduce uneven surfaces due to pot holes or cobble stones
were involved in falling
in city centers
accidents
on
street 2. Softer and non-slip ground material for pedestrians’ lanes
located
in
densely 3. Helmet, safety airbag, cane, anti-slip devices
populated area during day 4. Extra care to children and the old, physical training
time
1. Reduce uneven surfaces due to pot holes or cobble stones
Young
males
were
in city centers
involved
in
falling
2. Softer ground and non-slip material for pedestrians’ lanes
accidents
on
street
3. Helmet, safety airbag, anti-slip devices
located
in
densely
4. Education on young males to drink less alcohol and take
populated area during
extra care during summer night, especially when festivals
summer night
in city centers
Middle-aged and old 1. Reduce uneven surfaces due to pot holes or cobble stones
people were involved in
in city centers
falling
accidents
in 2. Softer and non-slip ground material for pedestrians’ area
pedestrians’ area located 3. Safety airbag, canes, anti-slip devices
in densely populated area 4. Extra care to the old and more physical training
during day time
Middle-aged and old 1. Reduce uneven surfaces due to pot holes or cobble stones
people hurt limbs in 2. Softer and non-slip ground material for pedestrians’ area
pedestrians’ area during 3. Safety airbag, canes, anti-slip devices
day time
4. Extra care to the old and more physical training
1. Reduce uneven surfaces due to pot holes or cobble stones
Middle-aged and old
2. Softer and non-slip ground material for pedestrians’ lanes
people hurt limbs on
3. Safety airbag, canes, anti-slip devices
street during day time
4. Extra care to the old and more physical training
1. Reduce uneven surfaces due to pot holes or cobble stones
2. Softer and non-slip ground material for pedestrians’ lanes
Children and young male 3. Helmet, safety airbag, anti-slip devices
hurt head on street during 4. Education on young males to drink less alcohol
summer
5. Education on sports safety and more concern during
festivals
6. Extra care to the children from their parents
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6 Discussion
This chapter further discusses conclusions from previous chapters as additional answers
to four objectives of this study, including data limitation in section 6.1 (Chapter 4),
methodology in terms of clustering methods and handling instability in section 6.2
(Chapter 3, 5), further discussion on identified patterns on all cases in section 6.3
(Chapter 5), the usefulness of contributing factors and combination on preventive
measure across accidents of different severity levels in section 6.4 (Chapter 5).

6.1 Data
6.1.1 Data source and limitations
As was discussed before, the quality of the STRADA data was satisfactory but not
perfect. There is an increasing number of hospitals contributing to STRADA but the
information from the rest of hospitals is still missing, as the hospitals from 18 counties
report to STRADA fully or partly while the other three fail to join (Transportstyrelsen,
2018b). As a result, it is not fully reported on the hospitals’ side, and the consideration
of information from the police could significantly reduce the number of unrecorded
accidents.
If looking into the falling accidents, there were 10 death, 169 severe injury and 2104
moderate injury, which was reasonable. However, if looking into the collision accidents,
there were 269 death, 1425 moderate injury but only 6 seriously, which was impossible.
Another interesting finding was that, all fatal collision accidents had the information
from the police, while only 11 records also had the information from hospitals.
Comparatively, all seriously injured falling accidents had the information from the
hospital but nothing from the police. The conditions were similar to moderately injured
pedestrian accidents. So conclusions could be composed that the police mainly focus
on collision accidents of all severity levels, while the hospital mainly focus on falling
accidents of all severity levels. Both sides might only focus on either of collision or
falling accidents, but provide almost nothing for the other kind of accidents. In
conclusion, the reason of such small number of seriously injured pedestrian accidents
might possibly because the police set the standard of severe injury much higher than it
should be or the standard from hospitals, thus there were hundreds of seriously injured
collision accidents wrongly categorized into moderately injured pedestrian accidents.
It also describes why the police always provides information for fatal pedestrian
accidents, but very little to seriously injured pedestrian accidents. So it is suggested that
the police should be educated to take down records properly or at least have the same
standard with the hospitals.
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6.1.2 Study period
The study period based on the data ranged between the recent 10 years, i.e. from 2007
to 2016. The ten-year period is not very long so significant changes in traffic or road
conditions could be avoided, while it is not too short to avoid the random effects from
individual year. Thus ten-year period is a suitable time range for patterns recognition.

6.2 Methodology
6.2.1 Clustering as a research method
The advantage of clustering methods is that the patterns extract no prejudice-driven
information from the data without any predefined assumption. The clustering method
could also help to formulate future hypotheses, especially when comparing accidents
of different severity levels and considering different preventive measures. Additionally,
clustering methods have advantages over classical methods for traffic safety. Because
they are more suitable for complex and comprehensive information extraction, such as
nonlinear information, and reflect the real world better (Hsieh, 2004). For example,
there could possibly be strong association between age and injury risk. If using classical
methods, such as linear regression, it may have linear effect that all the patterns are for
old and middle-aged people, while the problems of children and young males, as
identified in Chapter 5, are missed. Apart from these, clustering methods analysis are
based on multivariate datasets instead of on individual factors like descriptive statistics,
so they are more efficient and enable the study to be conducted in a systematic way.
Finally, according to the comparison of different clustering methods in this study, the
same conclusion is obtained with Olszewski (2015), Prato (2010) and Liu (2006), as
SOM with batch mode performs better in patterns identification for traffic safety studies.

6.2.2 Methods to handle clustering instability
Instability is one limitation for clustering algorithms. On one side, the same network
could generate different results according to different initialization of weight during
each network training process. On another side, the same network could also generate
different results during different training steps within one training process due to the
interactive process of weight updating. The method to handle instability was to use
many runs with different initial weights to learn enough iterations and generate different
results, then the solution, with a given number of clusters, generated specific patterns
relevant to at least 50% runs would become the presented solution.
The principle of this method is to select the most frequent outcome as the final results.
Basically, a relatively stable solution sharing more than half of the runs has the absolute
dominant role over all counterpart solutions, so it could be considered for further
analysis. For a given number of clusters, if the selected solution is just the run with
highest ASV regardless of the stability level, the solution could possibly be a randomly
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uncommon outcome or even an error. In conclusion, the method used in this study could
avoid rarely occurring errors and enable to obtain reasonable solutions with dominantly
frequent outcomes.

6.3 Pattern identification
6.3.1 Differences between accidents of different severity levels
This study is in line with the findings from Berntman’s study on pedestrains’ accidents
in Sweden (Berntman, 2015), since falling accidents was the main pattern of seriously
injured pedestrian accidents, but the main pattern of fatal pedestrian accidents was
collision with other road users. On another side, fatal pedestrian accidents happened
mainly on street while seriously injured pedestrian accidents happened both on street
and in pedestrians’ area. As a result, the collision accidents caused much more death
than falling accidents, and the street was generally more dangerous than pedestrians’
area.
For the accidents might due to weekend night party, fatal collision accidents occurred
more frequently on street in sparsely populated area, while seriously injured falling
accidents occurred more frequently on street in densely populated area during summer.
It indicates that street was the hotspot for both fatal and seriously injured pedestrian
accidents, but death were mainly due to collision in sparsely populated area while
serious injuries were mainly due to falling in densely populated area.
Comparatively, the possible damage from outdoor activities were not severe, because
most of the accidents only led to moderate injuries.
Collision accidents involved with adults are proved by fatal cluster 1 and moderately
injured cluster 2, but none from seriously injured pedestrian accidents. This might
possibly due to the misconducted records from the police. If the seriously injured
pedestrian accidents were recorded properly, it might be concluded that collision
accidents may be problems and result in injuries with all severity, which is similar to
falling accidents. Based on these, there were always less number of accidents when the
severity level is higher, i.e. seriously injured pedestrian accidents were more than fatal
pedestrian accidents but less than moderately injured pedestrian accidents, both for
falling and collision accidents.

6.3.2 Further study with additional variables
For fatal collision accidents, old people mainly involved during weekday day time, and
also with very friendly traffic environment conditions (dry area with speed limit less
than 50 km/h on good weather and day light). This might because old people were
careful with their outdoor travelling, thus they might mainly come to rather safe places
with rather safe conditions during ordinal time. As a result, there might be very low
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exposure rate for them during other conditions so very limited accidents happened on
other occasions. It explains why all patterns dealing with old people seems to be rather
safe. However, despite the possible extra care taken by old people, they were still the
most vulnerable groups of pedestrians because their frequent appearance in different
patterns on clusters.
For the young and middle-aged males, the main reason for fatal collision accidents
might be careless. Maybe they are also careful most of the time especially when road
covered with snow during winter. However, when weather turned to be better and road
the snow turns to be water during winter time, both drivers and pedestrians might be
careless after long time with extra care. For some time and place it could still be
dangerous, such as the streets with high speed limit and day light was not good, thus
accidents happened more easily maybe due to the careless people and dangerous
conditions.
For seriously falling accidents, middle-aged and old people tended to hurt limbs when
falling, while children and young males tended to hurt heads. As is mentioned before,
different groups of people might have different reasons for seriously injured falling
accidents, and extra protection on head or limbs are advised to avoid injuries according
to different age groups.

6.4 Contributing factors and preventive measures
The variables were selected carefully and all of them more or less determined the
identified patterns. As a result, it is not clear which variable was more important than
others in clusters division. Similarly, it is hard to verify which contributing factors
played more important role in leading to pedestrian accidents, because all of them
determined the patterns of one or more clusters. Conversely, all selected variables in
this study were proved to be meaningful in patterns identification, and relevant
contributing factors were successfully combined as patterns to support preventive
measures in a systematic way.
Compared to previous researches mainly focusing on fatal accidents (Prato et al., 2010,
Olszewski et al., 2015), this study proves that the preventive measures for fatal
pedestrian accidents were partly the same as those for accidents of lower severity levels
due to the similarities between patterns. As a result, preventive measures are suggested
to be combined across accidents of different severity levels. This proves that some
polices aim to reduce fatal pedestrian accidents might also substantially help to reduce
severe or moderate injuries as well, but preventive measures on fatal pedestrian
accidents still cannot entirely cover those of non-fatal accidents.
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7 Conclusions and further research
The aim of this study is to contribute to the knowledge of reducing the number of
pedestrian accidents of different severity levels in Sweden. To reach the aim, this study
was implemented step by step with the effort by author and help from different parties,
including problem identification, literature review, comparison between clustering
algorithms, evaluation on clustering solutions, data pre-processing, as well as
identifying and comparing patterns on all cases and composing relevant preventive
measures.
In the last chapter, the main contributions of this study are concluded corresponding to
objectives in section 7.1. In addition, three unique characteristics of this study are
described in section 7.2, while limitations as well as relevant suggestions for further
research are introduced from several aspects in section 7.3.

7.1 Main contributions
The main contributions are concluded corresponding to four objectives in section 1.2
as follow:


Unsupervised clustering algorithms, especially SOM with batch mode, have
advantages on identifying patterns on pedestrian accidents (section 5.2, 6.2).



Main analysis (section 5.3, 6.3): Falling was the main reason for serious injuries
while collision with vehicles was the main reason for fatal injuries, old people
might be vulnerable during daily life, and the potential risk of outdoor activities
and weekend or summer night parties.



In-depth analysis (section 5.4, 6.3): Middle-aged and old people tended to hurt
limbs when falling while children and young males tended to hurt heads, old people
might be vulnerable within friendly traffic environment, and the potential risk of
careless people during winter.



A systematic way on composing preventive measures based on patterns (section
5.5), preventive measure for fatal injuries were partly the same as those for nonfatal-injuries (section 6.4).

7.2 Unique characteristics of the study
Apart from main contributions, this study is unique from three aspects:
First, the study refers to but also surpasses the previous research in Israel (Prato et al.,
2010), because it identifies and compares the patterns on pedestrian accidents of
different severity levels. This allows for a discussion on similarities and differences in
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preventive measures regarding accidents of different severity levels. For example, some
polices aim to reduce fatal pedestrian accidents can also substantially help to reduce
severe or moderate injuries as well, while preventive measures on fatal pedestrian
accidents cannot entirely cover those of non-fatal accidents so not all attention should
be put to fatalities. Unlike previous studies on fatal pedestrian accidents (Prato et al.,
2010), this study also took the accidents of lower severity level into consideration,
which can potentially contribute to long term health and welfare. Further, the study on
accidents of lower severity level enables a relatively large dataset. As a result, the
analysis are on larger data scale with possibly more findings.
Second, the study is based on Swedish pedestrian accidents from STRADA. Sweden is
a leading country in traffic safety due to the continuously previous efforts from the
whole society. The mission of “Vision Zero” raised in 1997 means that Sweden has the
ambition to go even further. However, not only vehicles but also pedestrians should win
enough focus. On another hand, Sweden has unique climate, traffic environment and
road users’ behavior compared to the rest of world. In conclusion, preventive measures
are likely to be Swedish-oriented compared to other countries, such as Israel (Prato et
al., 2010), Germany (Sander and Lubbe, 2018) and Poland (Olszewski et al., 2015).
Third, this study investigated the effect of randomness for SOM with batch mode, and
also proposes one reasonable method to limit its negative influence on clustering
solutions.

7.3 Limitations and further research
7.3.1 Data quality and pre-processing
This study could be more accurate and comprehensive if the data quality is better. From
one side, there is an increasing number of hospitals contributing to STRADA, so
hopefully all hospitals will fully report to STRADA in the near future. From another
side, the police and hospitals should record carefully both for falling accidents and
collision accidents of all severity levels. Specifically, the police are suggested to be
coordinated in measuring the level of severity, or at least have the same standard with
hospitals.
More percentage of records can be considered if the noise data and inadequate records
are less. The typical example for noise data are those records for cyclists. In addition,
many variables have too many missing values or just marked with “unknown”, thus are
impossible to include in analysis. For example, most of records have “unknown” or
similar unclear values for the variable Light condition (street lamps), then it is
meaningless to include this variable for pattern identification, or all the clusters have
the patterns with unknown light condition. Also, the missing values also lead to the
removing of some records, thus reducing the scale of available records. In conclusion,
further effort should be put to improve the quality of data.
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The cyclist accidents are suggested to be considered in further researches to contribute
to the knowledge of reducing accidents involving cyclists, because cyclists are also
unprotected, relatively vulnerable road users and share some other similar
characteristics along with problems with pedestrians. More efforts should be put to
reduce accidents involving cyclists as well to meet “Vision zero”.
It could be even better if the variation among years is taken into consideration. The
gradually changes on social-economic and built environment might modify the patterns
of pedestrian accidents through the ten-year-period. As a result, if taken the variation
among years into consideration through suitable methodology, the results are more
accurate in reflecting real world.

7.3.2 Variables selection and categorization
Involving more variables has advantages in investigating more information from the
data. In this study, the solutions for each case always has two or three clusters.
Comparatively, the study in Poland had sixteen variables and six clusters (Nowakowska,
2012), while the study in Israel had thirty variables and five clusters (Prato et al., 2010).
Generally, more variables leads to more clusters, more identified patterns and more
support for preventive measures. In this study, the selection of clusters is basically the
ideas of experts from Folksam, but other different variables are worth trying for more
information extraction. Additional variables that STRADA does not include or misses
too much information can be added if possible.
Many characteristics are not considered in this study because they are too difficult to
manipulate considering the limited time. Specifically, some of them have too many
different values, such as different street names for each record, so it is hard to combine
different values into several categories. However, these variables may possibly have
significant influence on pattern identification, so further study can include more
potentially useful variables from STRADA. In addition, the variables involving spatial
information, such as the ones for SWEREF, are suggested to be considered to support
on investigating more spatial patterns for pedestrian accidents. For example, whether
accidents happened more frequent in southern Sweden than northern parts, small cities
than big cities, urban areas than rural areas and so on.
This study only defined two to four categories for each variable, but more categories
could be divided like the study in Poland (Nowakowska, 2012) and Israel (Prato et al.,
2010). This could helpful in interpret the patterns in more details, for example more
categories for age could potentially help to define more accurate patterns in terms of
age group.
On another hand, more variables and categories potentially bring problems in clustering
analysis. First, more categories bring the risk of collinearity, especially between the
categories within the same variable. As a result, more trails may be needed and some
variables may be removed. Second, with the increasing number of categories for each
variable, the results are more complex and it becomes more difficult to interpret the
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patterns. Finally, the results are very sensitive to variables selection and categorization,
so many more trails are required.

7.3.3 Clustering algorithms
Some other unsupervised learning algorithms may have better performance on data
separation than SOM, such as “association rule learning” (Sander and Lubbe, 2018).
In addition, maybe there are some other algorithms more suitable to dealing with
categorical variables or missing data. Due to the limited time for this study, only several
algorithms are considered and compared. Further studies can consider about other
promising algorithms.
The criteria for assessment on clustering solutions may be improved. For example,
more iterations are promised to reach higher stability level. As is revealed from the
Figure 7.1, when the total iterations are 1000 for fatal pedestrian accidents with eight
basic variables, the stability level for some cases change, such as the higher stability
level when number are 2 and 5. However, more iterations usually mean time-consuming
but probably no better results. As a result, the most suitable number of iterations may
remain discussion. Accordingly, the criteria for assessment on clustering solutions may
need improvement through more trails and errors.

Figure 7.1 The ASV for fatal pedestrian accidents (eight basic variables, 1000
iterations)

7.3.4 Patterns identification and preventive measures
In this study, the resulting reasons of some patterns were mainly based on hypotheses,
such as weekend or summer night parties, outdoor activities and careless people during
winter. Unfortunately data to support such hypotheses was not available in STRADA,
because most records miss adequate information on accidents’ reasons, while time was
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not enough for searching more information apart from STRADA. For example, the
references on drinking and driving habits corresponding to different sex and age groups
in Sweden might be helpful. In addition, more seminars and filed trips may be needed.
Finally, the police and hospitals are suggested to record more detailed information about
accidents’ reasons, then the identified patterns are more likely to be confirmed with the
information merely from STRADA.
In addition, the method to identify patterns for each cluster may need improvement. In
this study, the absolute and relative difference on proportions of each category were
considered for labelling relevant characteristic to patterns, which may not investigating
direct and exact relations between patterns and characteristics. To solve this problem,
maybe regression techniques could be applied as supplements, in order to investigate
whether a certain category with its characteristic could label the patterns for the
corresponding cluster.
The preventive measures composed in this study is based on identified patterns and lack
further verification. In this study the main problems for the majority of people might be
found. However, much important information based on special groups of people are
missing. For example, maybe a small group of children need extra care to avoid falling
accidents because of disability, which cannot be easily found in this study but still worth
caring. As complement, verify patterns through single records one by one might be
needed. Also, preventive measures for pedestrians’ safety are countless, and further
studies can find more and select the most effective ones for adoption. Finally, costbenefit analysis on preventive measures had better to be applied before policy
establishment.
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Appendix
Appendix A. Configuration on covering steps and total iterations for training process
The configuration on number of covering steps or iterations is still remain discussion.
The network is not necessarily trained to be better with increasing number of iterations.
One run with too small number of iterations may fail to train the network sufficiently,
thus generates improper results. Conversely, one run with too large number of iterations
improves nothing after the network has already proceed enough training steps, but
wastes much training time. As a conclusion, the proper number of iterations is the one
that could train the network sufficiently, while be kept as small as possible
To reveal the issue more general, two typical examples are presented. The first was for
6 clusters based on the 301 records with eight basic variables for fatal pedestrian
accidents, while the second was for 9 clusters based on the 3633 records with eight
basic variables for moderately injured pedestrian accidents. The covering steps were
always set as half of the total iterations to balance the effects from ordering and tuning
phases. In order to deal with instability, the quality of clustering structure was in the
form of boxplot based on 100 independent runs for each relevant number of iterations,
while the step distance to check the number of iterations was 20. As is revealed from
Figure A.1 and A.2, the distribution of ASV developments to the final version with
increasing number of iterations before reaching 180, then nothing could be significantly
changed with more training steps. Similar tests were also applied on all kinds of datasets
involved in this study with different number of clusters, and the optimal number of total
iterations differs from each other. Overall, 180 iterations are enough for all occasions
in this study, such as for the two typical examples, thus could be set as the minimum
requirement for training process. To make sure the network could be trained enough on
all occasions, the covering steps were finally set as 100 while total iterations were set
as 200, which are more than enough for training perspective and are not too large
numbers to cost unacceptably long training time (for example the training time is more
than half an hour for 100 individual runs).
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Figure A.1 Quality improvising through training (fatal)

Figure A.2 Quality improvising through training (moderately)
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Appendix B. Randomness during the training process with fixed initialization
The same network could generate different solutions during different time stages within
one training process. This is because the training process is an interactive learning
process, the learning outcomes could change from time to time when involving more
training steps.
The case of fatal pedestrian accidents with eight basic variables is taken as basic dataset.
According to experiments, if the initialization of weight for a certain run is fixed, the
development of ASV through a long run was always the same. Figure B.1 shows a
special case with 2 clusters. Five runs with different initialization are composed and the
changes of ASV through 3000 iterations are presented separately. All runs tends to
fluctuate but differently at the beginning, then converge to a certain value around 0.244
but still fluctuate slightly after 900 iterations. However, it is a quite rare case, because
for most other cases, different runs also fluctuated at the beginning, then converge to
separate values. A typical example is shown in the figure B.2, which is based on 4
clusters.
Overall, these two examples shows that, even with same initialization, one certain run
could go with different ASV during different iterations, and finally converge but still
fluctuate slightly to a certain value. This is the randomness during the training process
even after the initialization.

Figure B.1 The learning process for five different initializing conditions (number of
clusters = 2)
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Figure B.2 The learning process for five different initializing conditions (number of
clusters = 4)
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Appendix C. Concluding different but similar runs as the same solution
In principle, the results showing the same patterns could be regarded as the same
solution. The fluctuations of only a few records by being redistributed between different
clusters will not change the patterns of involved clusters. For example, if 4 clusters are
proposed for the one datasets, the first run has a result with identical number of records
belong to each cluster, while the second run is almost the same but only 3 records
change their belongings to other clusters. However, the patterns identified from the two
runs are totally the same, as these small difference have almost no influence on the
frequency distribution for variables of each cluster. Then these two runs could be
regarded as the same solution. However, if 20 or more recorders change their
belongings, then one or more clusters show a different pattern, thus the two runs are
resulting to different solutions.
The case of fatal pedestrian accidents with 2 clusters and eight basic variables is taken
as basic dataset for an example. Figure C.1 shows the run as the final solution in the
study, while Figure C.2 shows another different run with ASV as 0.251. The difference
between these two runs is only the belonging of 3 records, and the patterns identified
from them two are totally the same, thus they could be regarded as the same solution.
Similarly, Figure C.3 shows the run with ASV as 0.258, while the different belongings
of 3 records again fail to make the patterns different. By contrast, Figure C.4 shows a
run with ASV as 0.244, and 33 records’ belongings are different. As for patterns, Figure
C.4 shows a bit of different compared to those in Figure C.1, because cluster 1 has no
predominant role for places on street while cluster 2 refers to accidents happened both
during day and night. In conclusion, the patterns in C.1 and C.4 are not totally same,
thus could not be regarded as the same solution.

Figure C.1 Solution with ASV = 0.254
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Figure C.2 Solution with ASV = 0.251

Figure C.3 Solution with ASV = 0.258

Figure C.4 Solution with ASV = 0.244
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Appendix D. Certification on meaningless and confusing patterns on solutions with too
many clusters
The case of fatal pedestrian accidents with eight basic variables is taken as basic dataset.
Figure D.1 shows the run with 2 clusters as the final solution in the study, while Figure
D.2 shows the run with 4 clusters with relatively high stability about 32%. If taking the
four clusters for pattern identification, the first and third clusters could be combined as
one, which is identical to the first cluster in Figure D.1. Because the distribution of all
variables for the two clusters are generally the same, except the first cluster in Figure
D.2 refers to winter while the third cluster refers to summer. The aim of this study is to
find preventive measures to improve traffic safety for pedestrians, so the first and third
clusters in Figure D.2 could be combined as one for the same patterns on old people
both during summer and winter, thus is more efficient to handle for preventive measures.
On another hand, the second cluster in Figure D.2 indicates middle-aged male involved
in accidents more frequently during winter, while the fourth cluster indicates young
male were involved in accidents mainly during weekend nights. They are different
patterns but still could be combined into one as the second cluster in Figure D.1. The
second cluster in Figure D.2 indicates middle-aged people were vulnerable during daily
life and a bit more frequent during winter, which is somewhat meaningless as the
reference for preventive measures. The fourth cluster again might indicate the danger
for young male after weekend night parties, and is almost the same as the second cluster
in Figure D.1 except the age composition. As a result, it is more efficient to combine
the two clusters in Figure D.2 as the one in Figure D.1, which still digs out the patterns
on possible risk for those after weekend night parties.

Figure D.1 Solution with 2 clusters and ASV = 0.254
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Figure D.2 Solution with 4 clusters and ASV = 0.285
The conditions are similar if considering more clusters, as some of the clusters are
always referring to the similar patterns but each one is referring to one category or
characteristic within the same variable, e.g. male or female, summer or winter, day and
night. In addition, if too many clusters are generated, some of them are meaningless
because they refer to very general patterns, such as one group of people were vulnerable
during daily life, thus no certain preventive measure could be concluded from them. In
another word, if the number is too large, many clusters show similar patterns and could
only cause much confusion, time-wasting or even misunderstanding, and generate no
more meaningful information. Apart from these, large number of clusters and relevant
patterns could lead to too many preventive measures, thus hard to find the most urgent
problems to solve.
In conclusion, it is more efficient to combine these similar clusters as one then
investigate patterns and preventive measures accordingly. In this study, there are always
two or three clusters for each case as reasonable result for further analysis, probability
because the patterns for accidents of different severity levels in reality are all not very
complex and only have two or three distinctive groups.
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Appendix E. Swedish version of variables selection and categorization
Table E.1 Categorization on eight basic variables (in Swedish)
Variable
Category
Relevant characteristics in dataset
< 16
‘Ålder’ <= 15
16-40
15 < ‘Ålder’ <= 40
Age
41-65
40 < ‘Ålder’ <= 65
> 65
‘Ålder’ > 65
Female
‘Kön’ = ‘Kvinna’
Sex
Male
‘Kön’ = ‘Man’
Winter
‘Månad’ from November to April
Season
Summer
‘Månad’ from May to October
Weekday
‘Veckodag’ from Monday to Friday
Day
Weekend
‘Veckodag’ for Saturday and Sunday
Day time
‘Klockslag’ from 6:00 to 18:00
Time
Night time
‘Klockslag’ from 18:00 to 6:00 (next day)
Dense
‘Bebyggelsetyp’ = ‘Tättbebyggt område’, ‘Okänt’
Population
Sparse
‘Bebyggelsetyp’ = ‘Ej tättbebyggt område’
‘Platstyp’ = ‘Gång- och Cykelbana (-väg)’, ‘Gång- och
Pedestrians’
cykel-bana/väg’, ‘Gångbana/trottoar’, ‘Annan’,
area
Place where
‘Okänd’, ‘Torg’
accidents
‘Platstyp’ = ‘Cirkulationsplats’, ‘Gatu-/Vägkorsning’,
occur
Intersection
‘Trafikplats’, ‘Cirkulationsplats/Rondell’
Street
‘Platstyp’ = ‘Gatu-/Vägsträcka’
Only
‘Olyckstyp’ = ‘G0 (fotgängare singel)’, ‘G8
pedestrians
(fotgängare-fotgängare)’
‘Olyckstyp’ = ‘G3 (fotgängare-cyklist)’, ‘F
(fotgängare-motorfordon)’,
With other
Road users
‘G6 (moped-fotgängare)’, ‘V5
road traffic
involved
(parkerat fordon)’, ‘K (korsande-motorfordon)’, ‘V3
(traktor/snöskoter/terränghjuling/motorredskap)’
‘Olyckstyp’ = ‘U (upphinnande-motorfordon)’, ‘V0
Others
(övrigt)’ ‘V1 (djur, häst/annat
tamdjur)’, ‘J (spårvagn)’, ‘J (tåg)’
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Table E.2 Categorization on additional variable from the police (in Swedish)
Variable
Category
Relevant characteristics in dataset
<= 30 km/h
‘Vägtyp väg’ <= 30, ‘Vägtyp väg’ = ‘Okänt’
31-50 km/h
30 < ‘Vägtyp väg’ <= 50
Speed limit
51-70 km/h
50 < ‘Vägtyp väg’ <= 70
> 70 km/h
‘Vägtyp väg’ > 70
‘Väglag’ = ‘Lös snö/ snömodd’, ‘Tjock is / packad
Icey
snö’, ‘Tunn is, vägbanan synlig’
Road
condition
Wet
‘Väglag’ = ‘Vägbanan våt/fuktig’
Dry
‘Väglag’ = ‘Vägbanan torr’, ‘Okänt’
Good
‘Väderlek’ = ‘Uppehållsväder’, ‘Okänt’
Weather
‘Väderlek’ = ‘Snöfall’, ‘Regn’, ‘Dis/dimma’,
condition
Bad
‘Snöblandat regn’
Light
‘Ljusförhållande’ = ‘Dagsljus’, ‘Okänt’
Lighting
condition
Dark
‘Ljusförhållande’ = ‘Mörker’, ‘Gryning/skymning’
Table E.3 Categorization on additional variables from the hospitals (in Swedish)
Variable
Category
Relevant characteristics in dataset
‘Kroppsdel’ = ‘Ansikte’, ‘Axel, höger sida’, ‘Huvud
Head
exklusive ansikte’
‘Kroppsdel’ = ‘Bröstrygg’, ‘Buk, bukvägg’, ‘Genitalia,
perineum’, ‘Halsrygg’, ‘Ländrygg, korsrygg’, ‘Torax,
Core
höger sida’, ‘Torax, höger sida, Torax, vänster sida’,
‘Torax, höger sida, Torax, vänster sida, Sternum’,
‘Torax, vänster sida’
Body parts
‘Kroppsdel’ = ‘Fotled, höger sida’, ‘Fotled, vänster
sida’, ‘Handled, vänster sida’, ‘Höft, höger sida’,
‘Höft, vänster sida’, ‘Knä, höger sida’, ‘Knä, vänster
Limb
sida’, ‘Lår, höger sida’, ‘Lår, vänster sida’,
‘Mellanhand, vänster sida’, ‘Underben, höger sida’,
‘Underben, höger sida, Underben, vänster sida’,
‘Underben, vänster sida’
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Appendix F. Collinearity check for pedestrian accidents of various severity levels

Figure F.1 Belsley collinearity diagnostics (20 categories, seriously)

Figure F.2 The results of Belsley collinearity diagnostics after removing collinear
variables (11 categories, seriously)

Figure F.3 Belsley collinearity diagnostics (20 categories, moderately)
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Figure F.4 The results of Belsley collinearity diagnostics after removing collinear
variables (12 categories, moderately)

Figure F.5 The results of Belsley collinearity diagnostics after removing collinear
variables (17 categories, fatal in collision)

Figure F.6 The results of Belsley collinearity diagnostics after removing collinear
variables (11 categories, seriously in falling)
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